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In a Battle Near Tuhambao. the Government Artillery Was Captured

CQHGERN1N&

BOTH ARMIES PRE-

nun mon
mm iun.

PARING FOR BATTLE

According to
at Junta.1
says a Herald Buenos Ayres dispatch,
the battle fought near Tuhambao last
Friday, was a great victory for the insurgents. It is asserted that the revolutionists captured the government
artillery and that Colonel Galarza, in
command of the government troops
was severely wounded and several hunmen killed. The
dred government
Uruguayan government denies the report which declares that Colonel
at the head of the revolutionists,
and other high insurgent officials were
killed.
New York. Juno

27

of

General Kuropatkin Has Assumed
the Offensive Against General Oku
and General Kuroki is Moving
Against Hai Cheng Sharp Fight-inin the Hills Near Ton Chen.

g

Russians Gaining the Upper Hand.
Dispatches
Ta
Tche Kiao, June 27 Sharp firing
both
from Ta Tche Kiao indicate that
In the hills yesterday and
was
heard
the Russian and Japanese armies are Revere fighting is reported In progress
r
moving into contact for a great battle, near the village of Ton Chen. An
rein
who
in
yesterday,
be
progress.
galloped
now
may
which even
the Russians were gaining
General Kuropatkin yesterday assumed ported that
and driving back the
the
hand,
upper
General Oku.
the offensive against
enemy. This was not confirmed. All
while General Kuroki from his posi day Russian troops were hurrying
was southward from Ta Tche Kiao. to the
miles eastward,
tion fourteen
Russian flank at accompaniment of battle songs. As
moving against
Hai Cheng.
this dispatch Is filed, news reached
Renort of the Batt'e at Port Arthur. here thai General Kuroki is marching
Tokio, June 27 Admiral logos ae-- j upon Hai Cheng,
tailed report of his effective attack on
se Advance, Checked.
Ja '
Port Arthur last Thursday night, con- June 27Xhe apparen)
a
of
firms the reported destruction
Qf th(? Japanose advance in
Russian battleship of the
JfXjfJJ the northern part of the Liao Tung
class and the dlsab ing of a
,
j , attl.ibmc,, t0 the loss of
a
protect-- ,
of the Sebastopol class, and
trau
carrying ammuni- ed cruiser resembling the Diana an4Llcn
la .eport0(1 aIs0 that a naval
,t
the injuring of a torpedo boat d
off Port Arthur caused an alter- stroyer. No light is thrown upon the,
n
Japanese plans.
Russian plan. The entire Russian fleet
Evacuated Senu Chen.
Japanese
of
battle.
line
sea
in
to
out
steamed
ft
Petersburg. June 27 The Japan-outsidbut refused to give battle, anchoring
the harbor, where, during the ese have evacuated Senu Chen, appar-nigh- t
the Japanese destroyers and tor- - ently with the object of enticing
Meanwhile
south.
boats made eight desperate at- - era! Kuropatkin
tacks upon it. The Russian vessels re-- General Kuroki is advancing on Hai
entered the harbor Friday, since which Cheyeady to attack the Russians
aifa. Is again moving troops north
they failed to reappear. The Japanese left
loss was small, three boats being fro;., Feng Wang Cheng. The result of
developments, it is believed by
struck by shots but not much damag ree.-ied and three men being killed and the general staff, will deter a big
tie.
wounded.
St. Petersburg,

June
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Every Effort Will Be Made to Have the
Discontinued Train on the Santa
Fe Restored.

Troops Suffered Heavily.

the Urusmavan revolutionists

RECEIVER

TRBIN

The petition of the Board of Trade
of this city in regard to the discontinuation of train and mail service on the
Santa Fe. was forwarded to the department by Hon. li. s. Rodey and in re-

ply he received the following letter:
'June 21, tfiOi
"Sir Your letter of the 15th instant,
forwarding a petition of a committee
of the Board ot Trade ot Kama he. Mew
Mexico, relative to the proposed discontinuance of certain train service on
the Santa Fe line between Santa Fe
and Lamy, lias been received.
"In reply I have the honor to state
that the department, under existing
law, cannot control train schedules on
railroad lines, and can use for mail
purposes only such trains as the company finds It advisable to operate.
However, the matter complained of by
the committee will be promptly inves
tigated, ami tne attention oi tne company will be called to the protest with
continuation of train
a view to the
service as Heretofore, or sucn train
service as will provide a reasonable
mail service for Santa Fe if the same
can be properly arranged.
Very respectfully.
"G. F. Stone,
Acting Second Assistant Postmaster
General."
Later. Postmaster Paul A. F. Walter
addressed a letter to Chief Cleric Putney of the postoff.ee department, stationed at Denver, on the same subject
and the following letter received by
him is relative to the matter:
"June 24, 1004.
"Postmaster, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
"Sir Your communication of the
18th instant, addressed to Chief Clerk
Putney at Denver, Colorado, relative
to the discontinuance of train, service
by the Santa Fe Company, between
your place and Lamy, New Mexico,
have to advise that previous to the receipt of same at this office I received
departmental- files from Washington on
the same subject and have taken the
matter un vigorously with the Santa
Fe people with a hope of having the
trains recently withdraw restored.
enn h to help
"Anything that
out in this matter will certainly be
done, hut, of course, you understand. I
assume, that we cannot dictate to the
railroad companies what, train service
they must provide. I am in hopes,
however, to get some concession from
the company In this matter and think
possibly that after they have duly considered the situation that they will be
willing to restore these trains.
"Will let you know later as to the
result of our endeavors.
"Very respectfully,
"STILL. P. TAFT.
"Superintendent."

A

Chancery Court
for the Dissolution of the
Standary Oil Company.

Bill Filed in

GEORGE RICE PLAINTIFF
The New
Be a

Alleged to
to Evade Ohio

Jersey Corporation
Subterfuge

Decision.

Trenton. N. J., June 27 Charles J.
Henderson. Jr., and Joseph M. Newlin,
counsel for George Rice of .Marietta,
Ohio, today filed in the court of chancery a bill for the dissolution of the
Standard Oil Company. 8 New Jersey
comcorporation, charging that the
violation
in
exists
and
is
illegal,
pany
laws of the United
of the anti-trus- t
decision of that
the
of
and
States,
state relating to monopolies. The bill
Comcharges that the Standard Oil
declared
was
by
illegal
of
Ohio,
pany
the "courts of that state but instead of
dissolving, it has, by subterfuge, evaded the Ohio decision and that the New
Jersey corporation is simply holding
the company for the Ohio concern. The
bill asks that a receiver be appointed.

James W. Abbott, special agent
Mountain-PacifiCoast diviTHE KING IS DEAD.
sion of the Public Roads Inquiry of
the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
arrived from Las Vegas Saturday eveThe Finest Buffa'o in Captivity is
ning. While in the Meadow City he
Slain By His Rival for Leadership
of
the
examined the eastern end
in New York Zoological Garden.
"Scenic Route" Road and the work
the
detachment
done
there being
by
New Yor. June 27 The King, beof convicts from the territorial penicareful
a
made
He
to have been the finest buffalo
investigalieved
tentiary.
tion of the "Scenic Route" Road and in captivity, has been killed In a duel
of proposed lines across the Pecos For- with Black Beauty, his rival for the
est Reserve, from this end yesterday. leadership of the herd in the New
Mr. Abbott is an expert in the survey- York Zoological Park. The fighting
ing of roads and in their construction. beasts presented a frightful spectacle,
He graduated from the scientific de- and their bellowing could be heard a
THE ESTRHSIH PLH1HS.
partment of Yale College In 1870 and quarter of a mile distant. The battle
took a post graduate course in 1871. lasted 20 minutes.
During the past 33 years he has been
People Doing Well Despite the Drouth m
engaged in road engineering and con- PERDICARIS PROFOUNDLY
Great Sheep Interests The
counstruction in various parts of the
GRATEFUL.
Scottish Clans There.
30
for
west
and
as
well
as
cast
27
June
try
Secretary
Washington.
of
the
a
resident
years past has been
Hay today received the following from
Frank Dibert, assistant treasurer of
Centennial State. In 1875 he was in Tangier: "Profoundly grateful to the
faof
Santa Fe Central Railway, returnthe
construction
the
of
the
charge
government for securing my release.
a trip over the line, having
Lake
from
ed
mous mountain road from
City Perdicaris."
disbursed on pay roll account. Mr. Dito the summit of the range in the San
bert was absent several days and visJuan country. On account of his skill
line
ited a number of new ranches in the
and experience in this particular
been that it was being built by the
Estancia valley, among others those of
of his profession, he was four years has
class
most interesting, conscientious
he
which
the
for
Harry Averill, A. H. Garnett, Thomas
selected
position
ago
f labor of any road I ever saw. it is
opinion
Heddy and Mr. Walker. These are all
now holds. His professional
to that more perhaps than to any otnei
new homestead claims that show up
on road matters is considered as valuone cause that one must look for the
of
as
handsomely in spite oi the dry seaas
that
and
living
any
able
good
of construction
standards
exalted
very
son. They all have irrigation plants
engineer in that line of work.
to be found in this road. If" carried to
consisting of wells, wind mill tanks
MexNew
of
the
To a representative
so as to connect the termicompletion
and reservoirs with which they are
ican, .upon being asked his opinion nus at Santa Fe and Las Vegas and
OF
FIRE
EXPLOSION
growing orchards, gardens and a little
BANK GOES UNDER,
concerning the road and the New Mex- the present standards of location and
grain and alfalfa. Mr. Avon has a
detachico plan and method of working
adhered to, it will be
construction-ardrilled
well, 128 feet deep, with a fine
ments of convicts in its construction, without doubt the best piece of im- First National of Saratoga, Closed By
IIU
of water. Many kinds of vegesupply
lie said:
tables are doing well and he is getting
Order of the Comptroller of
proved mountain road of the same
MANY DEATHS
"It has been left to New Mexico, length to be found in the entire United
revenue from his garden, having a
Currency.
which has been denied statehood be- States', west of the Mississippi River.
market at Estancia. Some of the dug
cause of the alleged inferior quality of It will serve the cities whose interwells are from 10 to 30 feet deep and
Saratoga. N. Y.. June 27 The First W. H. Firth, General Passenger Agent
its citizenship, to solve successfully esting history is well known in the Uni- National Bank of Saratoga, was not
furnish a good supply of water. Surof the Texas Division of the
are now at work surveying sevwhat regard as the most important, ted States, but the promises of whose opened for business today. It was
Rock Island.
veyors
industrial problem of Uie age, the uti- future is yet little understood. It will closed by order of the comptroller of
eral townships in the vicinity of Estanlization of convict labor in the con- be a route of unexcelled scenery and currency at the request of the directcia and Progreso.
Philadelphia. June 27 Fire, the restruction of common highways. High- absolutely unsurpassed hygienic attrac- ors. It owes depositors about $800,- - sult of an explosion of fireworks in the
Wind mills and other improvements
monu
seca
factions. It will lie for all time
are to be seen in every direction and
A run on the citizens nuuu
000.
ways interest all the people of all
Company's
Diamond
Supply
Light
tions. It is the one industrial problem ment to the intelligence of the citizen- Bank begun Saturday and continued tory, is thought to have caused the
livestock is increasing in numbers.
Mr. Dibert also visited the Mcintosh
which is not a local feature. It is ab- ship which conceived it and a guar- today.
of many employes and serious
death
in antee of the standard New Mexico has
as
is
end
uanK
and
Citizens
the
important
on
run
is
It
reportgeneral
The
solutely
sheep ranches near Antelope Springs
injury to several firemen.
noor FOUND DEAD IN HIS OFFICE where (10 men are engaged at sheep
sr r s on the tlimi
Maine as in southern California and assumed for itself for all time."
l nf twentv
ed todavv The First National Bank hub,
As Mr. Abbott is well posted upon nended in apprehension ot a run ana- -,
accounted for
interests as fully the people of Florishearing. Mr. Mcintosh will snear
tjl t ,
head. Fleece this year will averda as it does those upon Puget Sound. New Mexico and Arizona conditions, on account of lack of funds to meet a Fifteen Bocjies Buried Under Ruins Fire in the Factory of the Diamond
about nine pounds, which is lightEver since the agitation for improved he was asked what he thought of the un. An officer said he hoped the
June 27- - The death list
age
Factory
Philadelphia,
Company's
Light Supply
New Mexico bant would soon reopen.
usual. The price of wool in
than
Six
bodies
er
more.
20
Much
or
highways began in the United States, statehood question for
Causes
reach
at Philadelphia
may
fire4
Estancia
the
the propriety and feasibility of utiliz- and Arizona. To this he replied:
Valley is from 12 to 14
p. m.The
were taken out at
Damage.
unfffer the
"It would be absolute folly and a
cents
buried
are
pound.
per
fifteen
ing convicts in their construction have
men
say
CONDEMNED.
Some of the native New Mexico peobeen continuously discussed and agi- disgrace as well as a great hardship to LAWLESSNESS
ruins.
Ft. Worth, Texas, June 27 W. H.
out
state
the
a
discussed
make
to
with consummate
joint
1,
have
the
Tex- ple handle sheep
people
tated.
myself,
in
agent
passenger
general
Firth,
aushould as the Spanwell
of the two- territories, When each of
skill
and
was
they
Island
International
questions in many places with the
Railway,
Rock
of
of
the
as,
Executive Board
MORE FUNDS NEEDED.
among the greatthorities who have to deal directly them is fully and unequivocally entit- TheAssociation of Bridge and Iron
found dead in his office today. He was ish nation have been Was
should
and
it not from
statehood
proposiwool
The
est
to
led
growers.
general
convicts.
he
single
with
Workers Issue Statement.
apparently in good health when
vmc mot always with favor, but have this boon granteci.
the Herard of the Golden
ti
that
Spain
Peotie
office
this
his
the
morning,
reached
Provided
By
Unless They Are
Each is perfectly well able to sup
the objections urged have always been
came from Denver two years ago. He Fleece came?
Naw York. June 27 A statement
ple of the Lone Star State the
sucgovstatehood
of
the
and
obstacles
a
The
strong
same.
the
port good
The Scotch know something about
Withdrawn.
Be
was
Must
tne
general agent of the Rock Island
Exhibit
bwu
or has been issued ay
cessful realization of the proposition ernment and to my mind no cogent
several
Association
for
years.
Denver
sheep too. The highlands of Scotland
at
board of the International
have been those pertaining to disci- good reason could be advanced why nf rtHdee and Structural Iron Workers
have furnished the Estancia Valley
27- is true." said
'It
June
St.
Louis,
snouui
Colo-;Iisin
with very successful sheep men and
pline, maintenance and guarding. are the people of the two territories
Louis
to
lawlessness
the
Hall 1)rivate secretary
BRIBE.
ACCEPTED
submit and accept joint statehood condemning
"In the south where convicts
of whom their good neighbors
citizens
man
tne
ot
other
Persons
ratio strikes.
Worthen, general manager
used to considerable extent in ma- when they could by fighting and within
mav well be proud. Listen to some of
the state-- j Texa3 commission, when asked today
are
responsible,
strikers
a reasonable length ot time attain
,
Mcintosh (at the head of
king and repairing highways, their probment intimates, for the dynamite out-- rcgar(1;ng the report that unless more Edmund Berch of the Missouri House their names:
Brothers, Fras- lems are very different. There con- automonv separately." He thought it
McGilveray
the
ot
clan).
the
to
Pleaded Guilty
at Independence.
money is provided by the people
victs are nearly all negroes. Discipline monstrous to have these two great sec rage
er, uunuar, tucueay, biuijuwiw
Texas, the commission will be obliged
than
there is enforced with the lash and Hnns whieh contain more area weld
like.
exhibit from the fair.
the
withdraw
to
it
in
that
the
insist
union,
states
manv of the
the prison authorities
27 Edmund Berch
is in Dallas.
June
Mr.
Worthen
St.
Louis,
will
TRMERSEOJBYSSINIA.
desire
and
cannot be otherwise maintained. Any ed tocether against the
a former member of the House of dele- DEMAND FOR WESTERN BONDS
insubordination or even lack of zeal is nf their neorde. Were he a citizen of
pleaded guilty today to acceptpunishment. New Mexico or of Arizona, he would The First White Woman to Cross the
SHOP. gates,a bribe
treated with corporal
OPPOSED
of $2,500 for a vote on the
the
ing
Menelii;
Fear is the only sentiment appealed certainly fight to the last against
Country of the Emperor
will be Those of the Territory of New Mexico
city lighting bill. His sentence
Reaches London.
to in the convict; the maintenance joint statehood proposition, believing
Are Meeting With a Ready Sale
on
Friday.
out, would
RtriUP of the Garment Workers is oroneunced
cn Boston Market.
question in the south cuts no figure. that the measure, if carried detrimental
on in New York City.
London. June 27 Mrs. W. N.
The counties get the convicts from nrove highly inimical and
IN
SENATOR MITCHELL
of St. Louis, reached London
the penitentiary and pay the entire tr thp advancement and progress of
A dispatch from Boston, MassachuA SERIOUS CONDITION.
New York, June 27 The leaders in
the territories and of all concerned. today after traversing Abyssinia at the
cost of maintenance from which the
says that there are now being
Workers
Milwaukee, Wis., June 27 Former setts,
Mr. Abbott paid a high compliment head of her own caravan. She is the the strike of the Garment
state is entirely relieved. The exon the Boston market $01,000
offered
sufis
L.
Mitchell
reof New Mexico four
first white woman to cross Emperor declare that the tie up is complete and U. S. Senator John
pense of guarding is also met by the to the penitentiary authorities,
of
the
la
Territory
"The discipline among the Menelik's country from west to east. estimate the number of persons out at fering from intestinal cancer, and
counties. The utmost vigilance is marking:
and
bonds
ner
rent
they are meeting
condition.
from 35,000 to 40,000. It is the biggest said to be in a serious
maintained day and night. Many of convicts is of the- - highest order and
a liberal investment demand. The
with
for
hu
The
clothing "strike New York has seen
the prisoners are worked with ball and maintained more by good policy, resnrire with interest is 10:5
DESTRUCTIVE FIRE.
at least six years. No wage demand is
is
chain. Every prisoner is securely mane treatment, hope of pardon,
CLERKS
market
strengthening
bond
western
H CHANGE IN DISTRICT
Bosto an iron rod running toration to citizenship and favors than
shackled
made, the strike being merely against
every day and the head of a big
with
the
of
before
number
The
house
guards
bunk
fear.
the
by
bond house says:
through
of the Town of Sis- open shop.
ton
Portion
Main
The
time for sleep. Any attempt by the the convicts' camps is insignincant,
W. E. Martin is to Go to Las Cruces
"We have done more business in the
son, California, Burned Loss
but the hope of reward to come, fair
Charles M. Bird Will Be ApTHEllORPHINE
and
three weeks than in any entire
last
prisoner to exercise the slightest
ROUTE.
$300,000.
BY
movement on his own initiative and humane treatment are keeping the
By Judge Pope.
so far this year."
month
pointed
do
brings a bullet from the guard. Lives convicts in good spirits, obedient, at
June 27 The
California,
Sisson,
Himself
says:
are of no moment. The negro convict cile and with mighty few attempts
A special from Las Cruces
main portion of the town has oeen A Colorado Politician Kills
of the Third FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT.
Domestic
clerk
of
must be kept in subjection and his escape.
of
Account
P.
cn
sum
Mitchell,
"James
the
Probably
the
loss
reaching
In this respect Mr. Abbott was ot burned,
The following suits have been filed
work is the most unhappy form of laTroubles.
Judicial District under Judge F. W.
$300,000. This is said to be the most
few
a
in
in
the First Judicial District for San
his
bor. It has been clear to the advocates the opinion that New Mexico was destructive
will
position
Parker
resign
conflagration in the history
B.
Juan
it
the
27
of using convicts on roads that some away ahead of many of the states and of northern California.
that
Charles
judge
Ccunty: The Graden Mercantile
Pueblo, Colo., June
days and rumor has
of Company, cf Durango. Colorado, vs.
clerk
E.
W.
politilocal
Martin,
better method must be devised for the that the prison management here was
a
has
appointed
prominent
Montgomery,
suc- Daniel A. Lewis, in attacnmeai, uie
treatment of convicts, radically differ of a high and successful order.
cian, killed himself this morning by the Fifth District, as Mitchell's
HARGIS THROWN
JUDGE
Fifth
he
the
cf
amount claimed being J45RL8S.
for
H.
ent from that used in the south.
W.
left
weeks
Mr. Abbott
Wyoming
ago
Two
cessor. Judge
Pope
today
.
FROM HIS HORSE. taking morphine.
M. Bird of
Granville Pendleton vs. E. A. Krish-erCharles
will
ask
wife
disappeared
"The theory of the law under which on business connected with his office
his
and
District
married
was
James
June
in
attachJudge
Jackson,
suit
Ky.,
a
and W. A. Garrett,
its and will thereafter go to Nevada on
NTew
the vacancy made
Mexico is constructing
was thrown from his horse to- immediately afte" his suicide. cause of Roswell to accept
On the new ment for $200, with interest and costs.
the
similar business. He is a very busy Hargis
Martin's
"Scenic Route" Road is, so far as
resignation..
by
and received injuries that may
Granville Pendleton vs. the La Plata
know, absolutely original. It is based man as the stretch of country he has day
his action.
arrangement. Martin s neanquariers
suit in atprove fatal.
Ros- Land and Stock Company
na
of
is"
and
instead
of
extensive
human
over
Cruces
travel
to
Las
a
very
at
be
knowledge
will
great
upon
with incf
sum
$200,
the
will
for
be
in
con
tachment
office
in
to
his
of
at
home
is
make
the
J.
D.
Raton,
is but little
well.
ture. The purpose
Leahy
KILLED BY COLLISION WITH
CHAMTHE
DOHERTY
costs.
L.
H.
and
E.
A.
Mann, terest
vict himself the most interested party Denver. He is highly pleased with
TELEGRAPH POLE. district clerk under Judge
PION TENNI8 PLAYER.
The following suit was filed m the
H. R. Flint of Las Cruces, the
and to let him receive the most direct what he saw in Las Vegas and this
27
Court
and
June
Prussia.
Wiesbaden,
27 H. L. Doherty
June
Court of Taos County: C. A.
headDistrict
work.
over
Mann's
London,
enthusiastic
is
and
benefit from faithful, intelligent
especially
city
Von Specht was killed court reporter. Judge
Chamberlain
at
Alamo-gordwon
tennis
the
most
Lammers
Bottling Company vs. Pooler
chamuionship
and home will be at
the possibilities of the beautiful moun again
The thing which has struck me
by running into a telegraph quarters
assumpsit for $135.05.
and
1.
Mares,
of all in my pleasant task of inspecting tainous region between the two towns Wimbledon today by defeating Frank yesterday
after
July
with his motor car.
pole
L.
end
at
resort
health
Riseley.
Road
and
each
unrivaled
the "Scenic Route"
;as a great
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MEXICAN

NEW

THE

Democratic supreme court of
is keeping up its
potation for official partisanship. Of
about thirty St. Louis city boodlers
tried and convicted in the lower courts,
i wo have
had their cases affirmed by
the supremo court and have e;one to
the penitentiary; the rest, about twenty-eiin number, have had their
ght
cases heard and in some of them new
trials have been ordered- while others
have been thrown out on most triflThe milk in this
ing technicalities.
cocoanut appear! When it is learned
thai the boodlers sent to the penitentiary are Republicans, while the others
are Democrats and in coalition with
the corrupt Democratic state machine,
which has controlled the politics, the
treasury and the elections of the state
many years.

PRINTING

.Editor

WALTER.
.Manager and Associate Editor.
PERCY P. KNIGHT,
Secretary and Treasurer.
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PROFESSIONAL

Santa Fe

Has on hand a
the finest brand oi
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
AH the Popular Gnoses.
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Health is a magnet which irresistibly
draws the man to the woman in life's
Health does more than
mating time.
tint the skin with beauty ; it puts music
into the voice and buoyancy into the
step, as well as happiness into the heart.
A great many women covet beauty and
are constantly seekiug aids to beautify
them. Let a woman first seek perfect
health and all other charms shall be
idded to her.
There can be no general health for
women while there is disease of the
delicate womanly organism. The first
step to perfect health is to cure womanly
diseases by the use of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It establishes regularity, dries weakening drains, heals
inflammation and ulceration and cures

8 AN FRANCISCO ST., 8AJTTA Wit,

W.

Law.

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.
:

:

:

New Mexico

:

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer. Santa Fe, New Mexico. Offlei
in the Capitol.
RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
Phone CO.
Offices Griffin Biocli.

K.

EUGENE A. FiSKE,
Attorney and Counselor at L.v
Santa Fe, N. M.
Svprerne and District Court Practice
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J. E. Lacome,
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constant soppfy of
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Entered as Second Class matter at
the Santa Fe F'ustoffice.
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tate of Missouri
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COiVllNY, PUEUSKRS.
MAX. FROST
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Popieto

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney-at-Law- ,

Santa Fe,

District 15, which includes New Mexico, will be actively resumed and will
be made forcible and strenuous.
The
00 people
are becoming somewhat tired
75 of these strikes.
In strikes on rail50 roads, as well as in coal mining, the
00 "plain people" suffer the most.
The
00 corporations ant! the strikers act as
00 upper and nether mill stones. By and
CO
by the "plain people' will become very female weakness.
''I used four bottles of your 'Favorite Pre75 tired of those performances and will
scription mul one of 'Golden Medical Discov25 take these matters into their own ery,' "writes Mrs. Elmer D. Shearer, of Mount-hopCo., Ta., "ami can say that I am
hands. When that happens it will be cured T.aucaster
of that dreaded disease, uterine trouble.
a woeful day for the corporations and Am in better health than ever before, livery-onwho knows me la surprised to Gee me look
the strikers or for strikers and cor- so well,
In June I was so poor in health that
I could not walk.
I am cured.
limes
at
porations.
I tell everybody that Dr. Pierce's medicines

R. J. PALEN,

Preside.

N. M.

OiSce Sena Block.

J. H. VAUGHN, Cajbier.

Paiace Av&

WILLIAM McKEAN,
Attorney-at-Law- .

HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President.

Practice in all the Courts, Taos,

X,

Sfl

WILLI A,I H. H. LLEWELLYN",
Attorney-at-Law- .

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Las Cruces, New Mexico,
District attorney for Dona Ann
Grant, Luna and Sierra Coantte
Third Judicial District.
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Delaware Democrats will present
the name of Judge George Gray of
their state for the Democratic Presidential nomination at St. Louis, but
the Judge is declared to be "too good"
If
for politics by many Democrats.
that i.s true he stands no earthly sb
jw
for the nomination as not one ofShe
many factions of the Democracy vant
"too good" a man to run for the presidency. Looking at this from a purely
common sense standpoint, this thing
of being "too good" for American politics is balderdash.
Any man who is
too good
for American conditions,
or American politics ought to leave the
country.

-

TION.

The supreme court of Colorado in

a

recent decision in a case in which the
inheritance tax law of the state was
attacked, upheld the validity of the law
and decided that the legislature had
the legal power to enact, such a one.
The case is the one of the State of
Colorado versus Peter Magnes, de-

United Slates Designated DcpcsIfarVt

one-cen-

u
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"It will not help the Pueblo Indian!
of New .Mexico if they are given the
ballot, There are already too manj
Ignorant voters in New Mexico witho
conferring the privilege on these In

I

Prcitices in tho District
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Cuisine ami Tab's
Service Uncxcail

Roasvaied and Refut-- !
siiaSttdl Throughout

a

B. C. ABBOTT,

I

Income

Assets
Assurance Fund and all
other liabilities
Surplus
Paid Policy holders

lin-inj-

1 11

A. B.

RENEHAN,

Practices 1b the Supreme and Dlntrt
Court. Mining and Land Law a specialty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

JOSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON.

Osteopath.
Palace Avenue.
SviCcessfully treats acute and chrcnl
diseases without drugs or ineelictne.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m.,
p. m. Phono laH
No. 103

322.047.968.00
73.718.350.93
381.226.035.53

5

DENTISTS

307.871.897.50
73.354.138.03

DR. C. N. LORD,
Office, Kahn Block, over Opltz'
Store. South- Side of Plaza.

34.949.672.27

Jvrelrj

('. O. H A Tin f SON. D. D. S.,
Offtee; elver Fischer's Drug Store.
On the P:a28.
(Successor to Dr. Mantey.)

Civil Engineers

&

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor,
Santa Fe, N. M.

pro-Ilcan-

,

Stenography

A. P. HOGLE

&

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE,
Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

Notary Public, Stenographer and Typ.
writer. Translations
From Spanish into (Su, Ia!i
from
iinglish into Snanish careful!', mndn.
Office with U. S. Attorney
for the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal
Building. FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.
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BAD BREATH

Cloudcroft, "Nature's F.oof Garden."
Season June 18 to September 30, 1904,

"for-nins-

Firat class short order meals at the

Bon Ton.

,'

Si "OUR PLACE

y

t
i
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P. F. HANLEY

Fine Wines, Liquors r Cigars
HLieAlld

CLANCY,

Attorney-at-La-

ad-Ne-

DEALER

Y,T.

Attorney-at-La-

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in the District Courts and
ths Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supre
Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.

$1,409,918,742.00

Santa Fe,

NEW MEXICO,

FRANK

I

'

Prop.

WADE,

LAS CRUCES,

Vice-Presiden-

I

e

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents
a specialty."

'im

Assurance Issued

C.

Attorney-at-Law- .

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY

Oustancling Assurance

ar.3

Courts. Frompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Coutiat
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos an :
San
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.
EDWARD

The Palace Hotel

.

pro-teg-

)

Fe,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Saaia Fe

1

Santa

Land and mining business a
specialty

Dr. Pierce's Common Sense
Medical Adviser is sent free on receipt of
stamps to pay expense of mailing only.
t
Send 21
stamps for the book in
paper covers, or 31 stamps for the cloth-boun- d
volume. Address Dr. R. V. Fierce,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Free.

ceased, and Samuel R. Brown as administrate! of the estate and was on
dians." Albuquerque Citizen.
appeal from the county court to the
'J he New Mexican's
esteemed eon
as
court
holds
The
court.
BUpremo
is just about correct in thit
temporary
WILLIAM VAUGHN, PROP.
follows: "We have already held that
instance. It would be better for the
our law imposes a tax upon the priviIndians and for the Territory if the for
lege of taking, receiving and enjoying
mer "did not exercise elective fran"Now
Mexico
vitalare
and
Arizona
property that passes by will or under
for the next twenty years.
chise
in
New Mexico
interested
1
statehood
that
ly
plank
our interstate laws, and that authority
in the national Republican platform."
soverin
is
the
found
for its Imposition
The city school district bonds, from ImMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
Albuquerque Citizen
eign power of the state to lay a tax upthe
Yes.
proceeds of which the necessary,
were
interested
vitally
They
on nrivllesres and successions. In legal
' KeeiS to it that no joint statehood modern school buildings of the city are
not
the
does
it
change
contemplation
to be built, haw been sold and the
law ni ,W,.nt in the sense of the in- - bttmbWg flank was put into the nationfor the
are
and
platlortll
they
greatly money will soon be available
hthtrlnti in rim- constitution, find it. t3
"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD."
for which the bonds were
purpose
it
are
was
not.
that
pleased
They
of
law
or
the
more modifies
abrogates
of
education
Issued. The city board
descent or the right to hold and enjoy heartily sick of this joint statehood should remember
that life is short and
cant and want none of it. They have
will
than
which
by
passes
property
the present generation of parents
that
matin
at
stake
this
interest
greater
on
a
tax
does any kind of
property
ter than those of a few politicians or in (his city would like to have public
change the general law under which of a
locality or two. The citizens of school accommodations for their chilOF THE UNITED STATES.
the owner enjoys it."
this
cannot lie caught by dren this year, if possible.
i.s
rlfiotstrvn
to
New
Territory
of
interest
This
statehood hot ah.
HENRY B. HYDE, Founder.
Mexico.
This paper has long advocat- Tu.to Parker is getting his reward
ed a change tor the better in the laws
for keeping silent, upon tne issues or
Several eastern writers, among them
regulating the administration of the
the day. So far not a man has been
is
who
Stannard
also
is
and
Hay
Baker,
estates of deceased persons
found who has been able to contradict
art!-act
in favor of the passage of an siderablo of a traveler, in recent
Dec. 31. 1903 . . .
him or assert truthfully that the
providing for an inheritance tax 'eles, have given it as their opinion judge's opinions and views upon politiNew
There is hardly a state in the Union 'that Mormon influence is increasing in cal conditions are erroneous or not
wherein such a tax does not exist and the arid west, is becoming very strong well founded.
in 1903
in many of them it has become a great in Colorado and also making itself felt
in New Mexico.
These eminent liter-ury- .
source of revenue to the public
It cannot lie denied .that such a.ary men are "away off" in their asset-taDeafness Cannot be Cured
Dec. 31. 1903 .
is the most just and fair of any tions. Mormon influence in Colorado
as
local
cannot
reach
by
lis
applications,
they
New
in
not
all
felt
and
it
This
Mexico
at
mind.
ever devised by the human
the diseased portion of the ear. There is only
one way to c:ire deafness and that is by
being a fact, why not establish it in J' amounts to absolutely nothing, there constitutional
Deaf uess is canard,
New Mexico and by this means in time being less than 1.000 Mormon men. by un inflamed remedies.
condition of the mucous
in
women
children
now
and
the
taxes
Eustachian
Tube.
of the
When this he
reduce tin more direct
Territory
rumbling: sound or
and these are I"oat.uu in three or four is inflamed you haveanda when
levied? I; not, why not?
it is entirely
imperfect
hearing
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and
this
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tube
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restored to Its normal condition, hearing will
X CHICAGO.
PAD
Governor Alexander O. Brodie of bedestroyed forever; nine eases out of ten
caused
which
is
are
Catarrh,
but
nothing
The national Republican convention Arizona has, according to Washington an inflamedbycoi ditiom f the mucous
surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
was not caught by the fancy stories of dispatches, done the people of his TerJAMES W. ALEXANDER, President.
Deafness
case
of
(caused
by
that
catarrh)
joint statehood boomers and no reso- ritory and of New Mexico a great ser- - cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure
t.
JAMES H. HYDE,
free,
lution declaring lor joint statehood for vice in presenting the true sentiment Send for circulars
V. ). CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
was
into
Arizona
Mexico
'0f
and
New
put
the people of the two territories
Sold by Drupgists 7"c,
EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation
the platform. For this, the people of concerning joint statehood to the
Mexico and especially the Repub- - ministration in Washington.
s
Albuquerque, N. M.
The
Twice your money's worth at the
are truly thankful, It was fully ject is not looked upon with much
L.
A. HARVEY, Agent,
MRS.
demonstrated in the elections in No- - favor now in the National fanitaf The Bon Ton.
of
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M
this
the
1902,
that
people
vember,
joint statehood bubble is being punctOld papers for sale at the New MexTerritory were strongly in favor of sin- ured in many directions and is rapidly
ican office.
gle statehood within present territorial dwindling into nothingness.
limits. This, and the existing condi" The Morning After."
tions, were presented to the commitPeople who leave Santa Fe to go to
tee on resolutions of the convention in eastern
or California summer resorts
The depressing effect following a
such shape that attention had to be make a
great mistake. The facts and
The
done.
national
was
paid and this
night of conviviality is quickly disofficial records have established that
rtei.tt ui lean eonv eniiun uiu uui uwrc 11 jjjg cjy jias the best all the year pelled by the use of Palmo Tablets.
party iioctrine or a part) principle uiai around climate and the best summer They restore tone to the stomach,
the territories of New Mexico and Ari- weather in New Mexico, which in this soothe the nerves,
regulate the kidzona were entitled to joint statehood
on
of
the
as
the
stands
list
induce
regard
top
natural,
neys,
refreshing sleep,
This paper believes that wi thJ far as this or
only.
other country is conany
make you look and feel years
and
Fifty-nintin
kind
work
the
of
the right
cerned. Spend your summers at home
50 cents. Book Free.
Congress, single statehood for here or come to this town to do so, younger.
GALISTEO STREET
New Mexico can be obtained. It takes and you will do better than
anywhere
At Ireland's Pharmacy.
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Best of Refeence Giver, as an EKT
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great American continent.
of the joint statehood boomers, as they
are based upon nothing else but hot
RESIDENCE PHONE 141.
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Copper Institute meeting
air. imagination, and sunshine mixed
it
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last,
evening
by
witli a little moonshine, it is convinced that the majority not only of opponents to the nomination of .fudge
Brooks Parker: "What has he
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ever done to deserve Democratic pref- andForused
all kinds of medicines.
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is the question.
erence?"
That
So
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a bad odor. Two weeks ago a friend broath
the joint statehood proposition
recommended
as
tascarcts
far
and
after iiBing them I can willingly and
any one knows lie has done aband that a constitution for the state of
that
have entirely cured me. I
say
cheerfully
they
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nothing to entitle him to them
in Con- solutely
Arizona under the pending-bil- l
from such troubles."
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Hill have entitled
the ballot boxes next year.
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h'm to the distinction.
The Democratic leaders of New MexSeven trainioads of Tammany braves,
with resolutions
Will Be Found a Full Line of Table Wines for Family Trade.
ico, in accordance
candy cathartic
passed by the last Democratic terri- are to come from Gotham to swell the
Orders
:
by Telephone Will Be Promptly Filled t
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The lu st known awl most popular biood punnet
is S. b. h
and tonic on the market
V2
Tin le is hardly a man, woman or cmia in America who
card of "S. S. S. for flic blood!" Ft is a standard remedy and
for all blood troubles and an uncqualed spring tonic and appetizer,
is guaranteed purely vegetable, the herbs and oots of which it is
ed being selected foi their alterative and tonic properties, making it
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The effect of scale In boilers is not
yet thoroughly understood. Some authorities claim that scale greatly re
duces the efficiency of the boiler from
the point of view of economy ot fuel.
Others claim that it has no such effect. Apparently the situation appears
to be that one authority quite eminent
contradicted by an authority equal
Mr. Barrus, the great au- ly eminent.
thority on steam boilers, states that
he knows of no experiments that are
conclusive one way or another. One
thing, however, is perfectly certain.
that scale should not be allowed to be
retained inside the boiler, for it prevents examinations of the internal
condition of the boiler, it is corrosive,
and, further, there can be no question
but that it causes unequal strains in
the boiler sheets. Although doubt is
thrown upon the tables commonly given in mechanical pocket books as to
the influence of various thicknesses of
scale on the efficiency of the boilcr.yet
there can be no question from other
considerations only that the boiler
must be kept free from scale.
Good fuse is absolutely essential tor
uccessful mining work. A poor quali
ty of fuse will cause more misnres
than the saving in price of such an in
ferior material over good fuse is worth.
This same remark applies also to the
choice of an Improper class of fuse. e.
g if a double tape fuse is used in
damp ground, misfires are apt to be
very common. A misfire always causes a delay in the picking down of the
broken material: miners are naturally
somewhat timid In drilling into ground
where an unlocatert misfire is known
to have occurred. It also causes delay
when the hole has to be recharged and
fired again. It is very poor policy to
iconomlze in the fuse department, and
it. is
better, as a general rule to use a
llfther grade of fuse, when there is
the poorer
b.0 least doubt regarding
uallty, e. g., double tape fuse should
never be user! where the ground 18
damp, it is better to use triple tape. It
s poor idea, also, to use two differ
ent, grades of fuse in a mine, that is
to say, double tape fuse in the dry
workings and triple tape In the wet
workings. It is almost inevitable that
these fuses should become mixed, and
misfires will lie caused.
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will convince you of its unusual quality and fragrance.
The first hundred wirt prove their uniformity.
The ftrct thousand will substantiate the fact that it is a cigar you never tire
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5c.

Largest Seller in the World.
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The Sand is the Smoker's Protection.

DO YOU WANT THE EARTH?
The Earth is a new monthly illustraIf Nr.t, What Better Proof Can Santa ted journal, published by the Santa Fe.
Tells the truth about the great southFe Residents Ask For?
west and California the truth is gool
f'e
a
of
Santa
This is the statement
enough. Frequent articles describing AND MISCELLANEOUS ADS- citizen.
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past
Secretary Capital City Band.
For sick headache take Chambet- - laid up unable to work for a week at a
DRIVEN TO DESPERATION.
HEROINE is sold and guaranteed by FISCHER DRUG COMPANY, Santa Fe lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and time but be that as it may the treatLiving at an out of the way place,
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in.
Apply
50
cents
cuts,
For sale by all dealers; price
accident, resulting in burns,
Foster-MilbuN
a box.
Co., Buffalo,
wounds, ulcers, etc. Lay i.; a supply
AMERICAN LUMBER
house,
FOR RENT Four room
Y.., sole agents for the United States.
of Ettcklen's Arnica Salve. It's the
for houseCOMPANY CAMP
furnished
throughout
l
nicely
and
Co
name
Doan's
the
Remember
Fischer Drug
best on earth. 25c
keeping. Apply New Mexican office.
take no other.
Feet
9.000
of
Elevation
Lccated at an
IMPORTANT.
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
Climate
Delightful Doing
The Santa Fo Central now 1""
Notice for Publication.
rooms
A few comfortably furnished
Much Work.
for
sale round trip tickets for $15, good
Tallow the F1a!
(Stuull lluldl:!; Cliiilll NO. EBI7.)
Claire
at
use
of
bath.
with
Apply
Cloud-crofreturn until September 30, to
Department of the Interior.
NIAGARA
After snenrtine several days in the United StAtei Land Office. Santa Fe. N M
LOUIS
New Mexico, the most famous
the
:s. 1004. Notice is hereby (riven that
For
camp of the American Lumber Com May
lias filed notice of summer resort In the southwest.
olalmant
follow
FOR RENT Five room modern cotFALLS
Ids into-- tion to make final proof in support further information apply to B. W. Rob- pany at Thoreau last week. A. is.
CHICAGO
17 of the
ltf
and
sections
under
of
claim
tage.
his
Upper Palace Avenue. Bath,
president of the Territorial act of March :i. 1891 (26 State. ,854. as amended bins, G. P. A., Santa l'e Central Railcellar, all modern conveniences. Cheap.
YORK
returned to Albuquer- by the act of February 3'. 1891 (27 Stuts.. 4.oi. way. Santa Fe, N. M.
NEW
Association
Fair
DETROIT
will be made before
Apply W. N. Townsend.
one ne llehted with the charming cli sud that saidorproof
Receiver of the t. S. I. and
the Iteister
mate and attractions ot mat togging Office at Santa Ke, N. M.. on July 20,
BOSTON
STARTLING EVIDENCE.
BUFFALO
FOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly
viz: fose (lonzales fo the Tract In See.
camp, where several hundred men arc 4.19i't.
N. M P. M.
tie names
Fresh testimony in great quantity is Adam's Hall for bails, parties and all
T, t8N., R. 9E
the
pine
actual
giant
now employed rushing
tiie'following witness to prove his
Dr.
said tract constantly coming in. declaring
CffTIES.
other public and private use. Apply
MMMKPWM
whence continuous adverse possession of the
i, en's down to the railroad
survey King's New Discovery for Consumption to
tw enty years next preceding
for
George E. Ellis, trustee.
rhev will be shipped to Albuquerque.
of the township, viz: Andres C de Baoa of
to be unemtaled. A
M.. (ieorgre Trujillo of Kennedy, Coughs and Colds
N.
l'e.
Santa
ot
CHy
Kaww
the
in
fro
McOnffev.
Mr
sneaking
Orer It. Ow. Trek
N M .. Agaplto Sena, Ambroslo Pino of Galisrecent expression from T. J. McFar-land- ,
Booth's oysters any way you want
fgU SboMWt nd Only Un RmoIor
camp, dwelt especially upon its delight teo, N. M.
Bentorville, Va.. serves as exam- them at Bon Ton.
airainst
w
to
ho
desires
Anv person
protettknows of
"The camp is located ,
ful climate.
"I had bronchitis for
the allowance of said proof, or who
ple. He writes:
000 feet above sea level at the very anv substantial reason, under the laws and 3
all the time withdoctored
and
years
artment,
De;
of
Interior
the
FOR SALE Standard make, upton nf the Continental Divide, and lias wregulations
should not be allowed, w ill out being benefited. Then I began takTime and Service Unexcelled
such
proof
hy
recentpiano in good condition. One-hal- f
He
right
stated
climate."
m
mo
Trains
a
an
Dally
be given
perfect
opportunityto
nuuicmju
Three Solid Faet Tirongh
the ing Dr. King's New Discovery, and a its regular price. Call at Lutz's resi-enctime
and
tioned
place
is
there
just w itnesses of said olalmant, and to oil er evi- few bottles wholly cured me." Equally
ly. "In the early morning
on Montezuma Avenue.
a tinge of frost over everything and dence in rebuttal of that submitted by
effective in curing all lung and throat
...
a tfekftta h Nlmn Flta. liel served In the
...
it is cool enough to make an overcoat claimant.
MANt KI. a. ur.KO, negisiei.
trouble's, consumption, pneumonia and
FRESH BUTTERMILK,
For
a very comfortable thing. At the spot
crip. Guarantee! by Fischer Drug Co.
Every Other Day.
where they are cutting now. the pine
50c
THAT TIRED FEELING.
Trial bottles fre
regular sizes
THE WINE STORE.
94..
'Phone
trees stand wide apart with no underIf you are languid, depressed and in- and $1.00.
a
great park
growth at all, forming
A dinner like your mother used to
capable for work, it indicates that
stretching for miles on every side.
liver is out of order. Herbine
NOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS.
cook, at the Bo 1 Tor,.
"Suuerintendent George L! Davis has your
will assist nature to throw eff headThe regular annual meeting of the
.
m ar1 ai,mMts nl,;n
recently perfected a system ot camp
HANNA INSURANCE AGENCY,
of the New Mexico Print- stockholders
which works like clock,
machinery
and rePtore th0 ener- Company will be held at the office Vrites Fire, Life and Accident Insuring
wortv ana cue rayiuivj wnu nnv
igies and vitality of sound and perfect
in the city of Santa
ance.
reat trees are cut down and piled be health. J. J. Hubbard, 'temple, lexas. of the company
Mexico on Mon- Phone CO.
Offices Griffin Block.
New
of
Pe,
won
Territory
nt, in tbo railroad for shipment is
writes, March 22, 1902: "I have used day July 11, 1904,4 p.m. for the election
are
of
carloads
logs
derful. Thirty
Herbine for the past two years. It of directors for ensuing year and for
How do you know it
Pure
brought to Albuquerque every day and has done me more good than all the the transaction of such business as is? YouWhiskey.
see
it drawn from the
can
although the timber is piled high all doctors. When I feel bad and have
come before the meet- original package. Purity guaranteed
regularly
may
the
at
railroad
shipping
along the
I take a dose of
"Tele-nhoning. Stockholders will please take no- by the government of the U. S.
were that tired feeling,
points looking as though there
is the best medicine ever tice.
It
Herbine.
Store."
F.
Wine
KNIGHT,
"The
P.
91."
enough to run a dozen saw mills for made for chills and fever." 50 cents a
Secretary.
months, it takes only a few clays to bottle at Fischer Dm CN. M.-- June S 1904.
Santa
Eat dinner tomorrow and play even
Pe,
clear away the surplus.
at
the Bon Ton.
This week Mr. Gaffey will leave for
Publication.
for
Notice
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OF
VVORST
meet
to
he
where
expects
St. Louis,
(Small Holding Claim ao,
r onvthine he worse than to fee. Via D. & R.15G. to St. Louis Exposition60
Secretary Gunsul of the Fair AssociaDBPABTMwrros ihkIswmoh.
day tickets $10.70;
minute Will be your last? and return.
'
tion and arrange for features for the
United Stat'i Land Office nata r. !, M.
Mr- -. S. II. day
tickets $48,15; season tickets
of
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the
the
Such
-that
riven
i
is
Notice
4.
experience
lu
hereby
lair.
.lure
coming territorial
followina--nameclaimant has filed notice of jjewson, Decatur, Ala.. "For 3 years" $ 7 SO. S. K. Hooper G. P. A., F. H.
in support,
hi intention to make final prool
insufferable MoBride, Agt., Santa Fe.
ot hUelalm under sections Tie and 13 of the she writes, "I endured
Triumphs of Modern Surgery.
the
for
clone
are
Wonderful things
To St. Louis and return for $25.75
wmTe(mfoeVfor; bowel trouble.
Death seemed Inei '
human body by surgery. Organs are LSdh5SSf
I
!
ot
the
Receiver
or
via
the Santa Fe route. This is a splenall
remedies
Kesister
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when doctors
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tn trv did opportunity to see the World's Fair
removed
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nut.
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they may
hack,
mactrte Bitters and the remit was mi- at unusually low railroad fair. Tick-'15
entirely; bones are spliced; pipes take
said
raculous. I improved at once and now ets on sale Juno 11 and 28.
the place of diseased sections of veins; actual continuous adverse posse ssion of
"No trouble to
questions
tor
years
trcct
to
twenty
nr.
r'm
tor tiver,
etelv recovereti.
are
applied
antiseptic dressings
sur.eyof tbetownship, viz: Aste C de,
Lamb fries, sweet breads at the
.v.. ..
c luuiavu
burns and like in- Haca, of Isanta r e. - w uwris
irujuw,
ittuuey,
bruises,
wounds,
Ambrosio
Sena.
N.
FAST.
U..
Bon
Ton.
Apapito
medicine
is
the Only
which Kennedy.
Eiectrjc gjtters
juries before infiamation sets in,watura-tio1
Pischei
50c.
It's
pLSnwho
to
by
desires
guarant
against
protest
Only
without
heal
to
causes them
Any
said proof, or who knows of n ua Cn
prims the news.
TIAIfl
the time reuired the allovanee of rpn-iand in
under the aWS and
cf the Interior Department why
by the old treatment. Chamberlain's regulations
should not be allowed Will be,
nl loned
Pain Balm acts on this same principle. asuchen proof
anopDortiinit vat the above-m- e the
witto
lime and place to
It is an antiseptic and when applied
el liraant. and to otter evidence
said
of
nesses
LOOK AT THE CLOUDS FROM THE TOP
such injuries, causes them to heal in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
K. utkuo. Ketrlkte,
Mani
very quickly. It also allays me pain
You
an soreness.
And
Keep a bottle of Pain
OLD SORES.
save
CURES
will
Time.
it
home
and
in
Mountain
Balm
We
your
m.
OUR TRAINS.
go
do
Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p,
Westmoreland. Kansas, May 5, 1002.
vou time and money, not to mention
in
Your
Co.:
Liniment
which
Snow
Ballard
the inconvenience and Buffering
made for all polnti
such injuries entail. For sale by all Snow Liniment cured an old sore on
This handsome solid yestlbuled traint Direct connections
Shrove-porNorth, East and Southeast.
the side of my chin that was supposed
druggists.
nins through to New Orleans,
For schedules, rates and other 1
to bo a cancer. The sore was stub- and St. Louis without change.
on or address,
is- cab
formation
Los
born and would not yield to treatment
Angeles
Wabash
Uaiiroaa
Just
has
Th
Carries through sleepers
until I tried Snow Liniment, wnicn
Worms
handsome
points.
a
intermediate
illustrated
sued
to Chicago and
Miles of
Two
With
Fair pamphlet containing a three color the work in short order. My sister.
R. W. CURTIS
All
map of St. Louis and the fair grounds Mrs. sopnia j. t arson.
nd half tone views of the principal Miffin County Pa., has a sore and
Southwestern Passenger Agent
A copy free upon request, trusts that it is a cancer. Please send
EL PASO, TEXAS
P P. Hitchcock, G. A. P. D.. Denver, her a 50c bottle. For sale by Fischer
Address the undersigned for lull and reliable Information.
E. P. TURNER
Co.
Colorado.
A. DULOHERY,
Drug
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A.,
Me-'.- o.
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New
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All
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Follow t;.ie crovd to the Bon Toe.
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It's Time to Change
WL,
n

Give your faithful but tired Winter
tnnk courage to wear a Soring Suit.
keep on your Winter "duds." If you
dressed men here were wearing Suits

1

I

1
I;

! !

A few days ago it
Now it takes more courage to

knew how many of the very best
bought here you'd be surprised.

$8.50, $10, $14,

Iff

$25

Is our scale of prices on Spring Suits, and remember that our

Guarantee of Style and Service

f

to show vou the
sale we make. We shall be pleased
r.r,p; with pverv
t
j
new things any day, for our garments invite admiration.

SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN
T

flnndk and ClothingO Merchants in the Citv of Santa Fe.
249-25San Francisco St. Phone No. 08

eaAincy Tirv!
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DIAMONDS 1
ft TOLL LINK

JEWELRY
Manufacturer of

OF- -

WATCHES, CLOCKS,

SILVERWARE, ETC.
ALL KINDS OF DESIGNS

mm

F1LI6REE JEWELRY

lit

L.

He says Colorado and par-- ,
int.
in
ticularly Denver are prosperous
E STABILISED 1856
0
spite of the labor troubles in that
state.
P,
McCanna, secretary of the
AY
Commercial Club of Albuquerque, who
&
UTZ
DUNN'S
nS uce" spending a few days here on
business, and was a guest at the Sanitarium, returned to the Duke City last
evening.
F01 I,adies, Misses and
B. M, Phillips of Los Angeles, and G.
Children
interestof
Wisconsin,
Racine,
Seberg
ed in a dry washer and placer gold
SHOES! SHOES!
concentrating machine, have returned
to the city from a visit to the gold
For Men and Boys
placers In Rio Arriba and Taos Counties.
Every pair guaranteed to
Mrs. P. L. Gilboy and daughter, who
give satisfaction
have been residing at Sunmount for
several weeks left Saturday for their
Minnesota.
home in West Superior,
Mrs. Gilboy has made many friends
both In Sunmount and Santa Fe during her sojourn here.
from
J. G. Hall, a cattle dealer
Denver, was in the city yesterday having stopped off on his return from the
11
southern part of the Territory where
he had. been to inspect some cattle. He
shipped from here yesterday by the
Denver & Rio Grande, one train load
of cattle to the Denver markets.
Professor j, A. Wood and daughter.
Miss Laura Wood, expect to start In
Stylish and
the morning via the Santo. Fe Central
and Rock Island Route, for St. Louis,
where they will attend the National
Gin Special S,i! will
Educational Association this week" and
tiiiue for two
the World's Fair all next week. Promeman
active
fessor Wood has been
ber of the association the past ten
years.
The lowest Priced House in
James W. Abbott, special good roads
agent of the department of agriculture,
spent Saturday and yesterday In the 96ea&sMa39e8frsesMMtt
thorough examination of the "Scenic
Route" Road across the Pecos reserve,
as far as built from this side. He left
this morning for Cheyenne, Wyoming,
San F rancisco St.
Where he Will see the Governor on offi
cial business connected with roads in
that state, and thereafter will go to 1
Reno, Nevada, to consult with the
Board of Trade of that town on sim- ilar business.

Norrls of BstanoU, spent
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We carry the best line of

H

SHOES

O

HOSIERY

L

In the City

E

TOPSY HOSE

S

IRON CLAD HOSE

A
L

For Men, Women and
Children.

E

1SELIG

LADIES'
WAISTS

BROS. CO.
LADIES'

E

TRIMMED
HATS

T

OUR SPECIALTY!

A

con-wee-

I

The only house in tin' city
earn tin a new and date lino of

L

LADIES' TRIMMED HATS

i

up-to-

the City for Fine Goods

eee

sec e esse 99&&i eaetr

iting relatives.
George W. Stubbs, a mining man of
Albuquerque, attended to business in
Telephone 2;
Santa Fe today.
was
H. H. Lester of Albuquerque,
here Saturday representing a soap
firm of Chicago.
Ventura Baros, a ranchman ami
sheep grower at Gaiisteo, attended to
business in town today.
11. T. Brown, surveyor, left town yesOF II BBI8HT TOW LIFE.
terday afternoon on a surveying trip
to the Sandia Mountains.
A. J, Loomis, deputy internal reve- Mrs. R. S. Mauger, Beautiful, Happy
G0IO. BIT!, COLORADO. STBfiWBERBlE8
Wife and Mother, Crosses to the
nue collector, is spending a few days
Great Beyond.
in the Duke City on business.
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Reynolds of St.
After a critical
illness of several
Louis, will arrive here tonight on a weeks'
Mrs. R. S. Maug"r
duration,
By Us
Day.
visit to the Sisters at the Sanitarium.
dieil yesterday afternoon at her homo
Lou Weil, representing a dry goods 00 Johnson Street.
Mrs. Mauger was
Next Week They Will Be at Their Best & Cheapest
house of Kansas City, was here yes- Miss Vesta McClure. the oldest daugh- south.
the
for
left
lasi
and
night
ter of Mr. and .Mrs. R. S. McClure. She
terday
Mrs, Frank Dibert, who has been ill was born in Louisa, Kentucky, 2:1 years
FRESH VEGETABLES TWICE A
for some days, is slowly recovering ago and spent her childhood and early
and will soon be able to be out again. youth in the Sunny South. About four
POULTRY EVERY WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY.
W. If. Dunn, junior partner in the years ago the family moved to Santa
shoe firm of Utz & Dunn, of Roches- Fe and here Miss McClure had many
ter, New York, was in the city yester- acquaintances and was loved tey a
largo circle at Mends. While on a
day.
to relatives in Washington she
We Have Just Received Another Car of
Frank Emersan, ranchman on ill' visit
Mr. Mauger and they were mar
met
who
Pecos River, was among those
ried in that city on January 23, 19f2.
spent Saturday and Sunday In tit Most of her brief
married life has been
Capital.
In the Territory, they
spent
having
Mrs. J. Bernard Wood, left this fore- lived for a time at Silver
City and hav- an
vs
era
noon for her home in St. Louis, for a
ing moved to Santa Fe last fall.
visit of two months' duration with her
Mrs. Mauger was a beautiful young
parents.
woman, and by her attractive manner
BOSS PATENT : : : $1. 50 for 50 lb. Sack
.Jose Leon Madnl, of Lamy, who is a and magnetism endeared herself to all
sheen grower in southern Santa Fe With whom she was thrown. Beloved
AO for 50 lb. Sack
CRYSTAL PATENT :
County, was in the city, today pur- by her husband and in the midst of a
chasing supplies.
happy home, life seemed full of promMr. and .Mrs. Arthur A. .Staab, ac ise for her and her untimely death has
companied by R. W. Tanzell, left for a cast a shadow over many hearts. She
camping trip up the Pecos this morn- leaves behind a husband and a young
son about one year old. Her father,
ing to be gone several days.
A. S. Barney, general agent of the mother and a sister also survive her.
The remains will be taken to Louisa,
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, went
tomorrow morning and laid
Kentucky,
on
Fe
the
mornin"
this
Santa
south
to rest in the land of her birth and
Central on railroad business.
among those of her own people who
B. G. Wilson, in charge of the afhave gone before.
fairs of the Continental Oil Company,
Short services will be held at the
in New Mexico, is a guest at the Pal- residence on Johnson
Street tomorrow
ace, registered from Las Vegas.
morning at 8:130 o'clock to wdiich
of
Frank Dibert, assistant treasurer
friends of the family are invited.
the Santa Fe Central, returned last
evening from Estancia, where he has SAD
DEATH IN ALBUQUERQUE.
been paying the employes of that
road.
Mrs. Servier,,the Wife of the PresbyW. S. Hopewell, general manager of
terian Minister Passed Away at
the Pennsylvania Development ComSt. Joseph's Sanitarium.
SEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, Dealers, Santa Fa, N. M.
New
and
of
the
Mexico
Fuel
and
pany,
Iron Company is in Albuquerque on
A particularly sad death was that of
business connected with the company.
Mrs. George M. Servier, wife of the
F. L. Reber, at one time manager of
of the Presbyterian Church at
the Santa Fe bottling works, but who pastor
J. CANDELAHIO
who died at St. Joseph's
Albuquerque,
801 sun Pranclsoo St.
has been making his home at Benson, Sanitarium
on
there,
Saturday morning
Arizona, for some time, has returned after an illness of five
up , w
days. Mr. and
to this city and will again make his Mrs. Servier had
been married scarcehome here.
ly a year and the husband is prostrat
Frank G. Waugh of Trinidad, repre- ed by the blow of his wife's sudden
senting a commission and brokerage death.
Dr. J. C. Jager was called from his
firm of that city, passed through Santa
Fe Saturday on his way to Torrance. home in Denver by a telegram and arHe went there on business connected rived at the bedside of his sister just
before she breathed her last.
with his house.
During her short stay in Albuquer
Thomas Whalen, one of the old time
miners of Cerrillos, who has valuable que, Mrs. Servier had endeared her
self to all ho knew her and her death
mining claims in that camp, spent the is mourned
of
by a large number
last few days in the city on private friends.
Arrangements for the funbusiness and buying supplies. He left
eral have not yet been made.
this morning for his home.
Thomas A. McGill, city editor of the
The best is not too good for the Bon
Denver Times, and wife, arrived in the Ton.
city yesterday and will spend several
days here visiting historic points about
w--:- .
the city. Mr. McGill is spending his TABLE WINES
HITTKKMILK
THE
WINE
STORE
vacation in making a tour of New Every other day
Mexico, and before returning to Denver will spend a few days in AlbuquerThe best place to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, Pottery and Curios, also
Ask your friends what they think of
que, Las Vegas and other places of Cioudcroft.
Belies from the Cliff Dicellings. Beautiful Mexican Drawn Work, Box 346.
j
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Filigree Souvenir Spoon,
Filigree Brooch Pins.
Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Card Casei,

Side Plaza - Santa Fe

Kaune
$
3,.

Fresh Fruits

Fresh Flowers all the Time

in Season!

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Ner.r the Old Church, Santa Fe, N.

aCUT

FLOWERS

A

M.

SPECIALTY

FLORAL

DESIGNS
P. O. Boy

12

DON'T LOOK

Are Received

'

Every

WtEK.

DECORATIONS

WEDDING BOUQUETS

& Qq

GKOCERS

El

mriiTiffli

TelephsTie No

John

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lewis of Trinidad,
formerly of this city, are in town vis-

Filigree Neck Chains,

mt

F. M. Andrews of Denver, was here
today mi business.
.Mrs. Antonio Valdez went to Raton
this morning on a visit to friends.

'yesterday in the city visiting relatives.

Migtet Fob Chains,

iouth

PERSONAL MENTION
M
j j
jt j j j j jH jl j

Dr.

904.
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Suit a rest.

$18 tip to

1

457

BOSS PATENT and

!

! !

CRYSTAL PATENT

j

For a more complete Imc of children's ready-maddresses and ladies' fine shirt waists at from 75c
iS
.4, carried oy.
up, man mat
e

4 4

The daintiest silk,
parasols. Bound to please even
the most Capricious.

JUST ARRIVED:

Catron Block

East

chiffon-trimme- d

Side of

Plaza

'Phone 148

The Hallacfc
Covers Most Surface,
Wears Longest

Standard fo Qiity
and is Made Solely to Resist
the Peculiar Atmospheric
Action of this Dry Climate.
Fot Sale by TH?
W. A. McKENZIE Hardware Store.

IRELAND'S

$t

THE OLD CURIO STORE
.

SJ

Leads Them All
FAMOUS I ICE CREAM

SODA.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Moncfay, Jane 27, J 904.
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MINOR CITY TOPICS
'J
tr
tt

Louis, July 7. Mr, Laughlln is a dele-- j
MARKET REPORT.
gate to the convention.
Ten carloads of cattle arrived over
MONEY AND METAL.
the Santa Fe Railway yesterday from
New York. June 7. Monev on call,
were
and
here
Sierra
Engle,
County,
easy, 1
percent. Prime mer,
transferred to the Denver & Rio
cantile paper
percent. Silver
consigned to Rifle, Colorado. Five
other cars of cattle were added to the 56,.
New Vork, June 27
Lead and cop-

j,

5

J. P. VICTORY

I

HttOmey at Law and

CART WRIGHT-DQE0-

-

w HIGK0X, President

.j

.A

VIS CO.

A

S. O. CARTWRIOHT, Sec'y and Treas.

250 San Francisco

Street,
(Iran-jdeThe Capital City Band will meet In
4,-No.
4.
Meat
Market Telephone No. 49.
ball on TuesGrocery Telephone
regular practice at thi-iof
(in Thursday
day evening. instead
(rain which went north last night, con-- I per, quiet, unchanged.
THE PERFECT FOOD.
good as 40c coffee but we do say thac
il? ian Francisco Street. Santa Fe, N. M
evening as usual.
GKAIN.
signed lo the same place. Four carRice is considered the perfect food it is ihe best coffee ever sold here at
Santa Fe Commandery No. 1, Knights loads of wool came in over the Santa
by a majority of the world's population 23c, and many think it equal to the
,iEAL ESTATE LOANS.
Close. Wheat,
Chicago, June,
Templar, will hold its regular monthly Fe Central Road yesterday. The wool July, S5.:.;j Sept.
We have recently
received a largt grades usually sold at 35c.
to loan upon real estate
Money
conclave this evening at Masonic Hall was the spring clip of the flocks of the
Corn. Julv. 47 IK: Sent. 48 W i
01 tins
cereal and we SEAL BRAND in cans only, per fb. 40o
consignment
011
easy terms.
$ jy
; Sept. 31
now offer it at prices which make it a
Oats, July, 3ih
at 8 o'clock. Visiting Sir Knights are Bond Brothers of Estanoia. It will be
MEAT MARKET
stored in Santa Fe for the time being.
most economical food for all. This
HOMES.
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
cordially invited to attend.
Now is the time to be careful as to
I
to
is
in
a
nice
in
man
The
have
showbe
mind
view
has
weather
ordered
especially
cottage (double) lis
The following warranty deed has been
kept
Pork, July 812.72,;; Sept. J13.03$.
your freh meat. In spite of tho raa
oo:ns on one side, 4 on
Lard. July 80.92J$; Sept. 7.12)2
the other; of th? high price of potatoes and other cent
recorded in the ollice of Probate Clerk ers for this afternoon and tonight, with
advances in the price of fresh!
tem4
July".
fair
Bibs,
re
weather
87.35;
and
rooms
87.0).
the
and
vegetables.
Sept.
nv.ier
Tuesday
rising
occupies
Celso Lopez:
meat our prices are still very reason
Henry Kuehle ami wife
5
lbs.
25
Rice
Honduras
WOOL
The
MARKET.
ent for $25 a month; good neighboi
in comparison with .hose in other
to Lea Myers, Lots li and 1? in IJIock perature. was 09maximum temperature
This is a good whole grained ric able
degrees at 12: lo p. m.
St.
Mo., June 27
Louts,
Woo', lood: ample space to erct other bull- cities. We nandle only the best com
lo. in the town of Cerrlllos. and all .Saturday
will
and
be
found
and the minimum temperature 50 de- is steady and unchanged.
value.
excellent
aa
stables
tings on same street;
fed
lamb and mutton. Cold, boil- property on said lots which N known as grees at 8:40 p. ni. The mean temper25 d beef,
Territory and western medium, 10 'it ither outbuildings; the price asked t 4 lbs. Japan Rice
brains liver sweet breads,
ham,
the Central Hotel,
fti
fine
line.
17;
This is a grad ) always heretofore
ature for the day was 60 degrees. The 21;
medium, 16
'fry low.
ausages nearly always in stock. Call
:i lbs. for .25. :i lbs.
us
The following proof of labor on a relative humidity was 40 degrees. (d 17.
retailed
at
by
Can sell at a bargain cozy homeB ot
Phone 4!i or better come in person,
STOCK MARKETS.
Head
Rice
We up
,26.
mining claim was today tiled for record Precipitation .04 of an inch. Sunday,
Manhattan avenue, one a njw stoat Coralina
see how clean and sweet our shop
and
have never before been able to offer a
New York, June 27. Atchison Tili house with all modern
In the office of Probate Clerk Celso Lo- - the heaviest shower of the season fell
s. and how we have succeeded
improvement:
in
V&
fine
to
New
of
head
York
rice
the
this
of
at
The
grade
Central,
everyone.
delight
great
figure.
pfd., 1)5;
pez: The Arroyo lode claim in the
the other an adobe-brichouse, 1
the
butcher's
hot
laffling
weather
tic
Paci
Southern
DRIED
.78
was
FRUIT.
of an inch. The Pennsylvania, 115;
Santa Fe mining district In Santa Fe precipitation
tho fly.
Union Pacilic, SSJtfj pfd., 93 )s! U rooms; fruit and vegetable garden;
We are in receipt of a fresh conmaximum
40;Steel,
yesterday was S.
ity water, hydraut and tank; 70 choics
county for the year 1901 by A. J. OG degrees temperature
No. 4 BAKERY.
'.1; pfd., 55?.
of California dried fruits.
at
signment
p. m. The minimum
fruit trees; currant and raspberrj These will be found a
Fischer.
Our
bake
STOCK.
45
shop In the housewife's
was
111.
temperature
grateful change
degrees at 5 a.
bushes; lot 80 by 265 feet. The stout from the too
The well being dug by the Santa Fe The mean temperature for the
heating foods so much in friend. Our bread as made under our
Catti! louse will be rented.
Kansas City, Mo., June
day
Water and L'ght Company near the was 55 degrees. The relative humidity market
use at this time of year. Dried fruits present foreman is a revelation as to
steady to lOc'hlgher.
are not conducive to stomach troubles what can be and is dtme in the modern
SO. 40; South
Native steers, 84.25 (
powerhouse is down fifty feet and there was 87 degres. The temperature at
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
bake shop, it is not our aim to raise
13 00; Southern
ern steers. S2 70
are twelve feet of good pure water in it. 0 o'clock today was 47 degrees.
i have severai business
blocks tor as is too often the cas with the fresh
C(ti 83,50;
cows and
native
the
bread till all the strength is gone
11,50
cows,
varieties.
More
also.
economical
It
to
The conipanv, however, expects
go
Stockers and sale on this great mart of trade, some takes from five to ton
heifer
82.01)
of fresh from the flour, in order to make the
pounds
down a good deal deeper and develop
more
of
than
them
e
7",
eight fruit to
producing
feeder
84.75; bulls, 82.50 (d
BLEW HIMSELF
if look big. but on the contrary we
produce one pound of dried.
sufficient supply CI water tor pumping
t4.25; calves 82.00 (3 4.50; western per cent, net, on purchase price asked Prunes at
are now turning out a solid, substan8
12
10c
and
steers, St. 00 Qi M.OOi western cows,
into its reservoirs.
OP WITH DYN8JUITE 82.00
tial, sweet tasting loaf that it is a
12
Apples at
OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES,
54.25.
tine
in
also
all
chiffons
colors,
Dainty
12
Peaches
at
pleasure for us to sell and for our cus15c
and
market
I
strong.
ano
Sheep
have several other commercial
tomers
to eat.
flowers, lace gauze and all sum titer goods
lie business
COFFEE
VALUE.
Muttons, 84 50 f 85 40: lamb
propositions to submit those
f
the regular Depressed By a Persistent Throat
are to be sold at
Tho biggest value in coffee ever of6,00; Range wethers, 84 00 rffl 84 7.,:
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
to (Miter morca tile life and to
Trouble, Charles Kramer of Dem-inEwes, 8300 OH 94 50.
All the fresh fruits and vegetables
price at Miss Mugler's Millinery Store.
$row up .villi the new era of prosperity fered the discriminating Santa Fe pubJune 27. Cattle, mark'-'- , now
Ends His Life.
Chicago,
couiintr In with the Sunta Fe Cen- lic Is Chase & Sanboi-n'SOUTH SEA that the markets afford. Green peas,
The great redaction sale begins today
stronger.
tral Railway.
blend at per pound paskage
.21c cauliflower, beets, cucumbers, lettuce,
and the cut in prices will extend to
Uood to prime steers, 85 00 01 S1 0":
Depressed by a persistent throat
We
pay two cents a pound freight 011 radishes, strawberries,
CHURCHES.
85
ltOCker
to
mull
silk
(3
medium. 84.50
blackberries,
60;
bats, caps,
milts, trouble which refused to yield to treat- joor
baby bonnets,
this coffee and sell it at the same price apricots, sweet cherries
pineapples,
etc. Go early and have your pick of ment, Charles Kramer, a butcher of and feeders, 82.50 84.50, cows 81 SO Cd
I am authorized to dispose of the Cou- as
in
it
retailers
for
81 25; heifers, 82.00
the city of eold storage wine saps, etc., at frequent
get
84.75; Banners,
on
south
the choicest things before they are gone. Defining, committed suicide by blowing 81.50
the
side,
Church,
jregatlonal
Ot
84
82 00; bulls. 82 00
25;
Chicago. We do not claim it to bo as ntcrvals.
The rain of yesterday and last night himself' up with dynamite early last calves, 82 50
SCQvenlent to the contemplated Union
80 00; Texas fed steer,
$3.88.
was general all over the central and Saturday morning. The town was 8a. 25
Depot, It stands upon t wo lots, and will
Sheep and lambs steady.
be sold cheap, or tho building will be
southern parts of the territory and, with startled by a loud report which came
flood to choice wethers. ?4.50
15.00;
the ranges as they were and the cattle from the direction of the Santa Fe fair to choice mixed, 8,'i.75 Ob 84. 50; repa red and leased to responsible parAn
tracks.
revealed
the
investigation
Id bail shape, it would have been only
sheep, 18.50 Cd 84.75: native.
remains of Kramer ly- western 81.00
id 87.00; western lamb-a short time before the drouth would badly mangled
Iambs,
THERE ARE OTHERS.
ing scattered about the track. It was
have told severely on the cattle growers, discovered that Kramer had buttoned 84.00 06 35.00.
Several small houses, some stom
and it is hard t3 estimate the real value a stick of dynamite inside his coat to
m
U. S. WEATHEH BUREAU NOTES. jome brick, others frame, upon
of the down fall of last evening and which a fuse was attached and lighted.
books, which I vould ha glad to ahov.
Forecast for New Mexico: Sh )wers an intended
With unflinching eyes he had watched
night.
purchaser.
They are do
this afternoon or tonight fair weather
1,
A. F. Splegelberf?,
and will be solo
situate
the well known the fuse burn down to the point where
sirably
Tuesday; rising temperature.
curio dealer, will move from his present the deadly charge was exploded. KramSaturday the thermometer registered cheap.
er
in
had
been
Silver
some
for
follows: Maximum temperature, 08
as
City
PlAZA PROPERTY.
place of business on the south side of
To those wis'ainj to catch the crean;
the Plaza to more commodious quarters time, taking treatment for throat trou- degrees, at 12:10a p.111. m.; minimumtem-50
8:40
mean
The
at
ble, but had found no relief. Friday degrees,
of Piaza real estate I cau offer block.1
at 357 San Francisco Street, the latter
morning, he purchased a stick of dyna- perature for the 24 hours was 00 degrees. at figures that will double themselver
beof
40
this week. The partition
per cent.
part
mite, fuse and caps, stating that he in- Relative humidity,
In less than three years.
tween the store now occupied by him tended to go prospecting.
Precipitation, 0.04 of an Inch,
The coror glstered
Yesterdav
the
thermometer
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
and the Akers and Townsend Liquor ner's jury returned a verdict of death as follows: Maximum
temperature, 60
I can sell you large tracts of lan
House will be torn down an J the room by dynamite, exploded with suicidal indegrees, at 3:00 p. in.; minimum, 15
The mean suitable for mining coal or the produ
in.
occupied by the latter Arm which will tent. Five dollars in silver, a few per- degrees, at 5:00 a.
tit up handsomely furnished club rooms. sona! effects and a card in the Amaltemperature for the 24 hours87 was 55 de- lion of timber.
Meat Cutters' and Butchers' grees. Relative humidity,
percent.
ORCHARDS.
Major C. B. VoJes, IJ. S Army re- gamated
Union
Precipitation, 0.78 of an inch.
Los
of
showing that
47
m.
a.
6:00
at
cruiting oflicer, today closed a lease for his dues wore Angeles,
I also have a fruit ranch In a hlgb
today,
Temperature
paid until December 1,
the upper story of die building No. 250
tate of cultivation, in the suburbs
1903, were found in his clothes. Kram- degrees,
San Francisco street, the lower part of er claimed Los
aith a building site overlooking th(
Angeles as his home,
Ask your friends what they think of entire city ojt Santa Fe. On it tnore L
which is occupied by the Cnrtwright-Davi- although he had been in Silver City
Cloudcroft.
in artificial reservoir, the only one oj
Company, for one year with S B. on and off, for years.
U3 kind in the city, 12 feet or more ii
The
the
upper
proprietor.
Hipkley,
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
ispth, holding over 125, 000 gallons 01
story will bo used as. a recruiting ol'lice, ASSAULT WITH
Mexican Central has
The
recently water, constantly replenished,
from
for quarters for the recruiting detachTO KILL placed on sale tickets to New York and
INTENT
be
hlch
2an
the
whole
place
irrigated
ment to be stationed here and for the
return going via the Mexican Central iaily during the summer, and whicli
recruits to be enlisted hero and elseto either Vera Cruz or Tampico; thence :ould be stocked with Kh. The land
Th
Bernalillo
County Superintendent Via the famous Ward
where in the territory. The location is
Steamship Line contains manj hundreds of young
of Schools, Beats a Machinist
a good one. the rooms large, well lightto New York. The return will be by )f 0"-- finest and most valuable varie-r.le.- ,
Severely.
ed and commodious.
rail over any line to El Paso. The enof apples, peaches, pears, plums
Last Saturday afternoon when the
The superintendent of schools for tire trip covering thousands of miles, ipricots, cherries and other fruits, th'
More
north bound train on the Santa Fo Cen- Bernalillo County, Bslavio Vigil, was Havana, Cuba, and its famous
greater part of which already bear;
of
tho
out.
dozen
a
and
of
a
miles
was
to
few
Castle,
over
bound
Newport
tral Road,
the grand jury Saturday
youm' bearing vineyard, thousands ot
United States. bushei of currants and other smal.'
the throttle of the engine be- in the sum of $500 bond, charged with largest cities of the
came disconnected and the train was assault with intent to kill Abra Diinas can be made for $122.50. A more de 'ruits;
beds if asparagus
extensive
stalled there for several hours, arriv- a machinist in the Santa Fe shops at lightful trip cannot be planned as stop hubarb, and otner tine vegetables. 1
5
at
ing in Santa Fe Sunday morning
Albuquerque. The bond was given by over privileges are allowed and the tic- - ie scld on easy terms, an- - for rnucX
a friend of Vigil's and W. C. Hancock, kets are good for one year from
o'clock.
the ess than it cost,
owing to 111 health ol
date of sale. The trip includes the City he owner.
Manager J. S. Candelario, of the his attorney, waived preliminary
of Mexico, the
"Paris of America."
Mechanics' Baseball nine has made
WHOLESALE
Dimas, who was severely beaten by Further information can be secured by
CATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES.
final arrangements for the Madrid
In all parts of the Territory, an
team to play here on the 8d and 4th Vigil the early part of the week, lodged addressing W. S. Mead, C. R. Hudson,
and
ne in Wyoming
of July. Both games will be played complaint against him. Dimas has general passenger agent, or W.
D.
to
the
ever
been
confined
his
bed
since
on the athletic field of St. Michael's
RETAIL
Murdock, assistant genera! passenger
I will
take rdeusure in showing
assault and it was not until Saturday agent.
College.
bull'.
investors
desirable
prospective
to appear in court.
DEALER IN
First open an account through the that he was able
Ing ites in the neighborhood of tht
The New Mexican prints the news.
mail with the Plaza Trust and Savings
Capitol, and in the vicinity of th
NEW MASTER MECHANIC
Bank: then add to this account as rapPresbyterian ehuieb, and other local
FOR E. P. & N. E.
idly as circumstances will allow you.
ities of the city which in a few years
A new master mechanic has been apBy so doing, you will soon become
will be worth doubly the present ask
&
NortheastWe pay in- pointed for the El Paso
financially independent.
ng price.
A
ern
Road
at
circular
Alamogordo.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, N. M.
terest at the rate of 4 per cent per an- issued
Friday afternoon from the ofROOMS: FURNISHED OR UNFURnum.
fice of D. Sullivan, general superintendNISHED.
A. C. Ireland, the Plaza druggist, is ent of the
road, announces the apBEGINS TODAY AT Furnished or unfurnished rooms in
putting down a well at his residence pointment of D. Lawson of Omaha, to
til parts of the city. Single, or en
He states that the
on Hillside Avenue.
MISS A. MUGLER
place, vice E. P. Barnes, resigned.
suite for light housekeeping. Some o
well
down
had
he
the
although
only
Mr. Dawson was formerly foreman of
them within five minutes walk of
40 feet Saturday evening, there was a
motive power plant for the Union
f
in
colors will sell at
Chiffons
Dealer in New and
Plaza.
five feet of water in it this morning. Pacific Road at Omaha and had conSecond Hand
the regular price, also fine flowWells are also being dug on the prem- trol of 800 men. His family will arOUTSIDE PROPERTY.
ises of Charles W. Dudrow, W. E. rive in Alamogordo in a few days.
summer
and
all
ers, lace, gauze
goods,
At El Cuervo, 10 miles from the Rock
Schnepplo and John Patterson.
in
mull
hats.
siand
bonnets,
caps,
baby
road, I can sell you about 640 I
Charles W. Dudrow. who has been HOMESEEKERS IN THE
excellent
grazing
confined to his bed for several days
PECOS VALLEY.
Window
etc., etc. Your opportunity at icres; patented;
'and.
with inflammatory rheumatism, is reA company of over 100 prospectors hand to secure
bargains. Come quick,
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for
covering and is able to be about again. and homeseekers arrived in Roswell
jale several large tracts of desirable
Company F. First Regiment of In- last Friday, to inspect the Pecos Valley come soon and get your choice.
and which I am permitted to sell at
fantry, National Guard of New Mexico, with a view to settling there. They
will hold its regular weekly drill this were brought there by the C. L.
very low figure. One tract contains
ibout 3,500 acres, and is located about
Land Company of Chicago, and
evening. All members must be present. By order of Captain E. C. Ab- are from Chicago and the northwest- PICOIOS! PhOtOS! PfiOtQS! three and one-hamiles southwest o
ern states.
Las Vegas; nearly all of
bott, commanding.
it is under
Ml HI
tot
water
fence; good grazing and
Judge N. B. Laughlin, who has
DROUGHT PRICES
The finest dinner in the city at the
nock; some timber. Another tract
been ill for the past three days is able
550 acres, 7 miles from
Bon
Ton.
s
to be at his office today. Judge Laugh-lin'Vegas;
SIPERDOZ. SI PER DOZ limber and grazing, with anLasexcellent
ankle, which was broken some
itream of water passing over it. Still
time ago is gradually improving, under
Reduced rates from all points all the
mother tract of 350 acres cf farming
osteopathic treatment by Dr. C. A. time to Cloudcroft. "Ask the ticket
ggya
Wheelon, and he thinks he will be agent."
(razing and timber land, 8 miles wesi
able to attend the Democratic national
Las Vegas, with
running wat
convention which convenes at St.
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
)Doa It
All Goodsdelivered free of
Santa Fe.
r
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A NEW SCARF FOR

Vestless Days

.

MADE IN PLAIN COLORS ONLY

s
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.

ERSCH . . .

FLOUR, flAY,
GRAIJU, POTATOES,
SALT and SEEDS.

GREAT

Reduction Sale

David S. LowiUki

F

one-hal-

Mint

atest designs

Rugs and Carpets.
Screen Poors and

silk-mitt-

Screens,

Garden Hose.

Tall-madg- e
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Goods sold

for

'flfljuM

cash or on easy

at

Davis'

Plaza Studio

-

payments.

charge.

IRELAND'S PHARMACY

Huyler's Candies Received Today

6

THE BLACK

THE WORLD'S FAIR LINE?

THE

LAKES REGION

fe

4

It is One of
New

the Beauty Spots of

MexicoIn the

Mora

Colfax County Border.

OF COURSE.

Sturdy Growth and
Widely Branching Have Never Been
Touched by the Lumberman's Ax.

Great

Uecaus ii s the only line wtuco takes you to the won d'
Fair, Passengers via the BPNE art' carried to our World' Pair
Station (within 300 feet of tin main entrance) i! desired, thereby
station and a transfer of about
avoiding fhe crowds at the Ui
three miles across the city. A'; you may go to the Union si i

Pines

dose

of

SANTA FE ROUTE
TIIvlE TABLE.

(Effective January i, 1904.)
No. 72:0 leaven Santa Fe ui SJ:40 a. rn
for asthma, for consumption, for bron tu connect with No. 2 east bound, with
chi lis. Airs. Joe McGrath, D27 E. 1st connection from El Paso and Southern
street, Hutchinson, Kas. writes: "I California, returning, arrive at Santa
have used Ballerds Horehcund Syrup Fe at 11:50 a. m
No. 722 leaves Santa Fe at 4:10 p.m.,
in my family for 5 years, and find it
the best and most palatable medicine to connect with Nc. Z, west bound, for
over used." 25c, 50c, and $1.00 at Southern California, returning arrive at
Santa Fe at C 1 5 p. m.
Fischer Drug Co.
No. 724 leaves Santa Fe at 7:10 p. m.
to connect with No. 7 westbound for
ACUTE RHEUMATISM.
Deep tearing or wrenching pains, oc- El Paso, San Francisco and Northern
casioned by getting wet through; California points.
worse when at rest., or on t moving
Passengers for No. S eastbound will
the limbs and in cold or damp weather also leave or No. 724. Train makes
Snow connection with No. 7 but does not
is cured quickly by Ballard's
Liniment. Oscar Oleson Gibson City, wait for No. 8. Returning, arrive at
Illinois, writes Feb. 10, 1902: "A year Santa Fe at 9:30 p. in.
THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
ago I was troubled with a pain in my
Now
etween
daily
Chicago,
back. It soon got so b:;J I could not
bend over. One bottle of Ballard's Los Angeles and San Francisco. This
now Liniment cured me."
jc, flOc, train leaves Lamy, westbound, at 8:40
21.00 at Fischer's Drug v .
i. m. Eastbound at 2:02 a. m. No con
nection with these trains from Santa
THAT THROBBING HEADACHE.
Fe, except that passengers arriving on
Would quickly leave you, if you used No. 3, westbound, can reach Santa Fe
Dr. King's New Luc Pills, rhousanas at 11:50 a. in. on No. 2's connection.
All of above trains run through nollcl
of sufferers have proved their match-los- s
from Chicago to California and carry
merit, for sick and nervou headache-.
They make pure blood and through Pullman and tourists sleepers
build up your health, Only 25 cents, except California Limited, which carmoney back if not cured. Sold by the ries Standard Sleepers only.
Fischer Drug Company.
Through sleeping car reservation arranged for on application.
Stomach and Liver
Chamberlain's
City Ticket Office:
CATRON BLOCK EAST SIDE PLAZA
Tablets Better Than a Doctor's
H. S. LUTZ, AGENT.
Prescription.
of Truhart, Va.,
Mr, J. W. Turn r,
The book bindery of the New Mexi
ays that Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets have none him more can Printing Company has been so
good than anything he could get from much enlargea and improved of late
the doctor. If any physician in this that it is the best south of Pueblo to
country was able to compound a medi the Mexico line and between Dallas,
cine that "would produce such gratify Texas, f.nd Los Angeles, California.
Ing '(.suits in cases of stomach troub
his
les, biliousness or constipation,
The Weekly New Mexican Reviewwhole time would be used In preparin
is published
by the New Mexican
all
sale
For
one
medicine.
this
by
every Thursday. It
Company
Printing
n legists.
contains the most reliable and latest
territorial, mining, educath mil, stock
Sued By His Doctor.
raising, railroad social and political
"A doctor here has sued me for news of the week from all points of
112.50 which I claimed was excessive the Territory.
It is an excc''ent paper
for a case of cholera morbus," says R to s?nd to friends in the east. Price
White, of Coachella, Cat. "At the trial Ove cents per copy.
he praised his medical skill and modi
cine, I asked him if it was not ChamGood eatk:g: at the Hon Ton.
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
I
Remedy he used as had good reason
Beginning Just 3st the Denver &
to believe it was, and he would not say
Rio
Grande names rates from Santa
it:
No
doc
was
not."
under oath that
tor could use a be'ter remedy than Fe as follows:
To Pueblo and return, $17.55.
this in a case of cholera morbus, it
To Colorado Springs
and return,
never fails. Sold by all druggists.

of

Anions the beauty spots of New
is the region of the Black
Lakes on the
County border. A writer in the Las Vegas Optic
tlnn if you Wish,
gives the following description of this
he BPNEJ is the shortest line fr m El Paso and the great southidylic scene as one descends into the
west to St. Louis, Chicago and all points north. 158 miles the
valley:
48 bours on the road.
shortest to St. fcotils, and
We had been driving all day through
t? Ves. ic best the Pullman Company provides, and all
the narrow., rocky canon of the Coyoill
Via ' his line you are not put to the
i'd in ii ims; ears.
te, and, at lat. by a hard pull had
surmounted the lojg, rugged, heavily
k'Hii'euce
eating at (lining stations 20 minutes only),
timbered slope leading away from the
the dlnlnil car and eat at leisure the best the
creek,
when, as we came over the
atl'i
crest, there appeared before us a
scene so different, so contrasting, so
T. H, ircu.v,
BROWN, G. P. A
unexpected as to cause exclamations
E Haso,
At
of surprise from each of us.
There lay a long oval shaped basin,
green as a garden, bordered by smooth
rolling hillsides bearing reaches of
noer. tne asnen rainiueu whh me
symmetry
pine, grouped In park-likupon their gentle, grassy slopes, these
rising on- - either side into high, densely wooded mountains which close the
view excepting at the north where
peaus 01
the mighty,
MS Mm Km
Taos soar against the sky. Lying
'deep In the tall grasses of the long,
meadowy hollow gleamed the waters
of
the narrow lakes., not "black" now
14
and 28, 1904. Good to leave
Tickets on sale June
but
sparkling. Here and there, gent10
St. Louis within
days from date of sale.
ry (lowing little streams pour their contributions to the lakes and through
Comfortable Day Coaches and Luxurious Chair Cars
a break in the rounded hills on the
free.
eats
westward these same waters empty
themselves again into a deep, rocky
Your chance to see World's Fair at little outlay
gorge
forming thus the Coyote River
lor railroad fare.
that tumbles downward to the vales
arid fields and plains below giving
to a thirsty land.
.drink
For further particulars, call on
The impression made upon the eye
land the mind by suddenly entering
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
this region of pastoral beauty after
many hours of travel first through
Santa Fe, N. M.
deep and rugged canons, is one not
to be forgotten. The character and
aspect of the country is In fact quite
different from that surrounding Las
$19.55.
To Denver and return, $22.55.
Vegas, lis mountains have not the
for
Notice
Publication
its hill slopes are
To Glenwood Springs
same steepness,
and return,
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
No.
Claim
2621.)
(Small Holding
more smooth and gentle and all its
$28.03.
NEW
MEXICO.
dki'autmknt of thk Interior,
RQ3WELL,
surfaces generally clothed with grass,
Limited to 30 days from date of sale,
(Jutted State Land Office. Santa Fe N ,1
or shrubbery.
Its lu'in
without weeds
1, 1904
Notice is hereby srlven that the stop over privilege at and north of
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
foUowlnflr-ciamocluitniiit luis aled notice
distinctive feature is oi covirse the his intention to initio
tin. Droof in auunort Pueblo. Final limit October 81st. F.
Established and Supported by the Territory.
great sweeo of meadow covered with of his claim under Be&tiontJ6 and 17 of the H, McBrlde, arrpnt.
of March '. 1891 88ts . 8'4),as arnendn
tall, richly green grasses among which act
by the act of February 21, 1893 27 Stats,, 470)
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastorn Cowaters
of
that
are
lakes
those
and
living
that said proof will he made befon
Short orders a specialty at lion Ton
lleges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comthe Recriiter or Keoeiver of the U. S
name to the locality.
give
Office at Santa l'e. N.M.. on July 20
watr-workLand
steam-heateall conveniences.
baths,
plete:
these 1904, viz: Manuel C, de Baca for the T act in
But the forest surrounding
N
M. P. M
H
See 4. T. 13 N.. R. 0 K
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8300 per session. Session is
mountain meadows is something to de- names
the following witnesses to prove his
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
The
of
woodsman.
the
the
actual continuum adverse possession ol
eye
light
for twenty years next preceding the
ROSWEII is a noted health resort, 3, TOO feet above
great pines are of more study growth tract
of the township, viz: Andres
survey
and more widely branching than in the Baca, of Santa Fe. N. M.. Qeoree TruJlllo
N. M., Agapito Sena. Ambroslo
Kennedy,
not
as
,T.
C.
W.
Las
Lea
S.
M.
Vegas mountains, though
Heed, R.
Hamilton,
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa,
or uaitsteo, in. w.
ruto,
is
the ab
'
tall, possibly, and noticeable
Any person who desires to protest agains'
and E. A. Gaboon
allowance of said proof, or who knows o
sence of undergrowth, thus giving that the
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
For particulars address
any subst ntial reason under the laws am
to
the
beautiful park-likappearance
regulations of the Interior Department why
should not he allowed will be
wooded landscape which is particular such proof
aoove- mentioned
given an opportunity at tne
e
the wit
ly pleasing; and here the lumberman's time and nlaee to
claimant, and to offer evidence Read What Accomplished
ax has never yet mutilated the face nesses of said
Musicians
in rebuttal of that submitted by laitant.
of the Story and Clark Piano.
of nature.
Mam el K. Otbko. Register
Say
office.
New
sale
Mexican
of
at
all
for
The
kinds
blanks
Legal
Evening was advancing when w
skirted the long line of fence cnclos
Mexican calientes served only at the
"Equal if not superior to any instrument I have had occasion to use."
ing the great meadows. When Hear Bon Ton.
CO ing its northern end two horsemen
Barron Berthold.
came racing toward us across wide
"Shows such nup riority of
LOW
TO
COLORADO.
RATES
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
pastures. They greeted us and informand finish as must make
Via Santa Fe.
ed us that they were the sons of Don
China ware Glassware, Pietvr Primes and Moldings Stoves and Binge
Denver and return $22.55. Colorado them welcome to any household."
we
Good Sold on Easy Payments Severino Martinez, to whose house
ttmrnm Made to Order
Springs $19.55. Pueblo, $17.53, on sale Leonora Jackson.
were destined for lodging that night. daily, good to return until October 31
"Grand
resonaLt in tone and
They pointed the road we should take Call on Santa Fe agents.
sweet and tender "Mathiland then galloped away like two young
H. S.LUTZ,
da Bauermeister.
centaurs.
Agent, Santa Fe
CHARLES WAGNER
"I cannot speak too h'ghly of your
We found the Martinez home, a pretpianos,
they seem to be unsurpassfinished
built
and
well
ty,
neatly
He able." R. Watkin Mills.
"Licensed Embalmer," structure set upon a sloping hill above willTellnotyour troubles to Goldie.
only repair your watch and
"Your pianos embody sweetness and
the broad sweep of green fields, comclock, but will put your sewing ma richness of tone, splendid carrying
of
a
view
wonderful
beauty chine or
manding
typewriter in order, and will power and excellent action." Rosa
Above it are the stables and yards perguarantee satisfaction or refund your Olitzka.
to
a
stock
and
still
highranch,
taining
San Francisco Street.
208 Don Gas
Telephone 10.
er stretches a long, smooth surfaced money. Goldie Chapman,
"They are mod Is for tone and
near
Normandie
Hotel.
Night Calls Answered from residence Telephone No. I.
par
Avenue,
touch." Marie Engle.
pine topped hill that shelters the
homestead from the north and east.
"I find your piancs wonderfully symA dock of fat, heavy-woolesheep to Pumpkin pie like your mother used pathetic for accompanying the voice."
make, at the Bon Ton.
grazed near by and many cattle
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
were feeding in pastures skirting the
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
distant timber, while a gr up of sleek
me. I consider them second to none."
RaiTy
horses was gathered about the water
1
David Frangcon Davies.
TIIvEE
ing trough.
"I think it capabl of the fullest
Effective Sunday, June S, 1904.
Severino Martinez is a son of the
of musical though!" Ellen
late Pascual .Martinez of Taos, well South Hound
North Bound Beach Yaw.
remembered by. all the
1
Ml
Stations.
lAltl No
"In my opinion they rank among th
s(?a
Eighteen years ago he settled on a So
very best pianos of the day." Emile
government claim here in Black Lakes 6.00 a 0 Lve
Santa Fe.. .Arr r,ooj
a 6 " .. ..Doiiaciana... " 6,650 '7,48 p Sauret.
and little by little, has acquired the 6.10
6.33 a 16 " ...Vega lllanea.. " 6.4UU I. 'Hi p
lands surrounding, until now. nearly 7.01 a' U
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
7.1U p
Kennedy. . " 6,0
"
a2
Clark..
all this fine valley belongs to him. 7..
tone
and a most sympathetic touch."
7. CO a 11 "
Stanley.. . " 6,870 6. OS p
His cattle and horses are of
Fernando de Lucia.
0.2.1U! a.w
8,10 a 52 "
Moriarty
Are using the Burlington Route very gener" 6,1751 5 22 p
61 " ... .Mcintosh
blood and his sheep of improved 8 86
"1 was perfectly charmed with ite
8.S2 a 69 "
Estancia . " 16,140' 5.08 p
si rams,
it is particularly interesting y.14 a 81 "
ally, as you may have noticed The reason
Wlllard. . " !6,12.ii 4.41 p beauty of tone and delightful touch."
" . . . . Progresso . " 16,210 4.1!) p
to note the docility of all the animals 9.H2 a
is plain. No other road offers a service with
Francis ' intsen.
' 8,2Sr, 4.04
9.S2 a: i9 "
Kianca...
p
Perch-eroabout
the
Their tone is sweet as well a? reson
premises. The noble
lu.25 ailie Arr
Turranee Lye6j75J :!.3Q p
more advantageous features.
that heads the horse herd is ridant. Are remarkably adapted for ac
trains! Fast schedules! Pleasant route! UConnecting at Santa Fe, N. M with companying .the voice." Clementine
den by little Luis without bridle; the
Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all de Vere
the
r
colts
and
nrivaled dimng-cacalves are handled
young
service! Convenient hours
Sapio.
points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Monsoon
as
as
can
run
thus
they
about,
of departure and arrival!
& CLARK PIANO CO.
THE
STORY
and
the
Great North
acquiring a lameness that is uncom- tana, Washington
west.
Employ only expert workmen and no
mon.
Connecting at Torrance, N. M., witn piece work or contract work is done
Mr. Martinez and his children all
El
the
System for in their factories.
as
as
well
speak English
Spanish, but
I wish you would let us tell yen more
St.
Louis
Kansas
They have won renown on two con
and all
Chicago,
City,
the good mistress of the household
remains a little distrustful of the lan- points east and for EI Paso, Texas and tinents for excellence and beauty of
about these advantages and more about
instruments.
guage of "the states." The three ail points in Southern New Mexico, theirPrices
our present very low rates.
and terms most liberal.
grown sons have all had the best of Arizona and the Republic of Mexico.
Call on the General Agent for New
Connecting at Kennedy, N. M., for
schooling and show its results In their
brightness of speech and in the appre- points east and west on the Atchison, Mexico,
ciation
of their favored surroundings. Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.
1039
17th
Ticket Office,
St.
Two little daughters complete the
For rates and information address
Santa Fe, N. M.
B. W. ROBBIN8,
G. W. VALLtSRY, Gsnefal Agent.
family circle. It was a pleasure to
Who will show you the Story and
General
meet
and
talk
with
such
Agent,
Passenger
intelligent
DENVER
Santa Fe, N. M. Clark Pianos In the several stylet and
people as the members of this family
finish Mahogany, Hungarian, Walnut
we
and
counted it a privilege to
sr. Page Seven.
Thick and juicy steaks at Bon Ton. and Golden Oak.
Mexico
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FORESTS

BEAUTIFUL

Why

YOU A COUGH?
Ballard':- - Horehound
it.
Have you a
will
relieve
Syrup
cold? A do3e of Heroine at bod time
and frequent small doses of Horehound Syrup during tho dry will remove it. Try it for whooping cough,
HAVE

A

INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR,
A St. Louis World's fair information
bureau has been established at 8i.6
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
of Phil P. Hi:ehcock, where infc 'ma-tiowill be cheerfully .unisht-d- .

It

will pay you to advertise,

SOCIETiLi
Masonic.
LODC-MONTEZUMA
No. 1, A., F. and A. IS

Regular communica
tion first Monday In
each month at Masoni
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
'
S. SPITZ, W. M
F. P. CRICIITON, Secretary.

.

..
,

SANTA
FE CHAPTBK
No. 1, R. A. M, Regula--

p

;

convocation second Mon
day in each month at Ma
' V
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. in.
j"
V. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
SANTA FE COMMANDBRT
No. 1, K. T. Regular poe
""lave fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at

-

$

Try it

:30 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, E. O.
W. E. CRIFFIN, Recorder.
K. OF P.

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting every Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
Knights given a cordial welcome.
JOHN L. Z1MMERP.1ANN, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance
I. O. O. F.

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. W.
Meets every Friday evening in Oii
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. 6.
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.

cl

A. O. U. W.

'

d,

d,

.

STORY & CLhR

sea-leve-

e

-

Pianos

!

cross-examin-

TIE qAS. WAGJVEH

FURJilTUrE

work-r-anshi-

GOLDEN

LODGE, No. 3, O. O. TJ. W.
Meets every second and fourth Wednesday at o p. m.
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workmaa.
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
B. P. O.

SAN PA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. OJL

Holds Its regular session on the
second and fourth Wednesdays
of
each month. Visiting brothers are Invited and welcome.
A. L. MORRISON, JR., E. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. If.
meets every Thursday eve at Odd
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
chiefs cordially Invited.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
Cloudcroft!
For
handsome descriptive literature and detailed information as to rates, etc., address A. N.
Brown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, Northeastern System, El Paso, Texas.

Santa Fe filigree and

Jewelry Manufacturine Co.

d

Santa Fe Central
TABLE

I D enver

i

Delegations
o the World's Fair

ELKS.

o

Silver Filigree
N. Mondragon, Mgr.

well-grade- d

.

S)2

Uughlln Building, Din Gasoar

Avenue.

.

Through

n

FRANK DIBERT

! Stock
In the
MUTUAL

BUILDING

& LOAN

"
ASSOCIATION
Of Santa Fe
Is wcrth $1,40 per share and matures when worth $200. The last

dividend was neatly g per cent.
Dividends are credited every six
months.
NOW! Is ths time to start in.
Further Information furnished by

R.

J. CRICHTON, Secretary.

Office: Catron dlock, Up Stairs

With I. B. & R. H. HANNA.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Moniay, Jane 27,

A. F. SPIE6ELBER6

THE BLACK

226 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

904

IMBTflJTJHW.

LAKES REGION

--

In PaGjcncjer Schedule on the Santa
Fe Centra! Railway Daylight Pas-

Between
senger Service
Continued from Page Six.
Santa Fe and El Paso.
joy the genuine hospitality of their
well ordered home in its delightful
The Santa Fe Central Railway Comsurroundings.
will inaugurate effective June 5,
pany
An interesting relic of other days
1904, new passenger service between
13
hangs on the wall of Mrs. .Martinez's Santa Fe and El Paso, in connection
dining room. It is a
portrait with the El
Sys&
j&
in oil of a beautiful young woman and tem. This new service'
will be daily
in
an
is
frame.
gilded
Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen The canvas
and close connection will he made at
of the picture Is pierced Torrance, New
El
Mexico, with the
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
This portrait
by two jagged holes.
to
trains
System
once nuns in the room at Taos 01 a and from El Paso and
and Other Gems.
all
certain Captain Lee of St. Louis, who east and west of El Paso. points south,
SPECIALTY
was among the first Americans
to
Santa Fe Central train No
will
come to the historic mountain set- leave Santa Fe
To have the best of everything in the line,
at C o'clock a. m.
tlement. The picture is that, of a and arrive at daily
10:2") a. m.,
niece of his. At the time of the Pue- leave Torrance Torrance,
10:30 a. m. and arrive
blo uprising the Indians broke into El Paso C
p. m. El
the room where it was hanging and ern
train No.4 will depart from
System
mistaking is to be a living persan rat) El Paso 7:25 a. m. arrive Torrance
it through with their lances, making
p. m. Santa Fe Central train No.
That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo- the perforations in the canvas which 9 will
S.Qift r,,. n
Tnn'ntiPD
. w,
.
..... IVIpjivq
o,. atour
fine
lcmain as witnesses of their murder ive Santa Fe S p. m. Connectionu.1 will
ple with
ous intent. Captain Lee returned af- also be made at
with all
ter this to St. Louis and the portrait (rains to and fromTorrance
east
the
via
the El
O came into the possession of .Mr. Mar
O N
and Rock Island
tinez's father and (hen into his own
all EI
If the valley of the Black Lakes had Systems, trains will
System
carry Pullman
WHOI,ESAI,E AND RETAIL
appeared charming in the evening Of standard, wide vestibule
equipment, a
our arrival it was surpassingly so m standard and
hat there is some difference
tourist sleeper, also
brilthe
Our wood is the best
morning beneath the
chair car. These trains will also carWOOD liant early
ED toin wood.
sunshine. Birds sang on every ry Rock Island
be had & always at your call.
dining cars in
side and one among (hem such as we which all meals System
will be served.
never
had
a
seen,
plump,
Attention i.i also called to the fact
Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.
bird with a yellow breast, having that the El
and
a peculiar, subdued musical note. So Rock Island
systems are paving esne- is
the
spirit of gentleness CUM attention ti Wopi'u Fiii' tm-n- l '
S. V, Depot
OFFICII: ' Garfield Avenue, Neat A. T.
Phone No. 80 pervading
js,
in this peaceful vale that the wild
Tt hna lwon arrano(,.
birds mingle sociably with the domes- to
arrive in St. Lcuis in the mornin
ticated pigeons, a row of both perched ami theirs' is the
only line from the
upon the stable roof being alternately southwest which has its own station
of swallows and our new found rara at tho"World's Fair
grounds, and pass
avis side by side with the tame birds.
engers traveling via this line mav
Along the road as we left the ranch, leave the train at the World's Fair
a bright plumaged, wild duck waddled
gates and avoid the crowds and delay
across a fenced field altogether undis- at the Union Station.
turbed by our passing.
For passenger rates and other infor
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.
The streamlets that run into' the mation address or call on B. V.
,
lake basin from every side slip softly
passenger
Santa
genera!
agent,
fire-prosteam-heated
and
The most conveniently located and only
from between the rounded hills and Fe Central
Railway, Santa Fe, New
are so gentle In their flow that it is Mexico.
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
not easy to tell at times in which di
Cafe and Buffet
rection, that may lie. This fact created
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
The Santa Fe announces another serdiscussion in our carriage but ies of homescekers' tickets from
Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men j& j& & alively
connedted.
conclusion was arrived at without in the middle west to Xew Mexicopoints
and
loss of money or blood when we ar- Arizona, the rate for the round
trip
at
rived
the
rim
of
the
lake
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
region will be one fare
$2 and tickets will
and went over the divide into the head be good for 21 plus from date of salo.
days
of the famous Moreno
where They will be sold every first and thirl
Postal Telegraph and Cable Go's Office in the Building other streams were at Valley
once encoun- Tuenday from May to December.
tered running in a directly opposite
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
way.
The Santa Fe announces a through
From Black Lakes a road leads over
daily sleeper from El Paso to St. Louis
the range by Osha Pass to Taos, anoth- via Kansas City during the World's
er across Ocate Mesa to Wagon air
period, Connection for this (rain
Mound and the one we were traveling, leaves Santa Fc at 9:55 a. m.
I INCORPORATED I
and one
on to Elizabethtowu.
From this section has been assigned to the
branches another road, the long travel- Fe office for the accommodation ofSantp
pased thoroughfare of early clays through
sengers from this city.
the Flechado Pass to Taos, so named
because the Indians of the western
If you want to get to the World's
mountains when coming through on Fair easy, miss the rush at Union Statheir way to the buffalo hunt practiced tion. St. Louis, leave the cars right at
shooting (heir arrows into a rail pine the World's Fair gates, take the Santa
tree of the pass, and arrow in Spanish Fe Central and Rock Island.
and Potatoes
Grain,
Stationary,
is "flecha' whence flechado arrow-shot- .
Older residents recall, yet. seeIf you have any clean cotton
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
rags
ing the arrows sticking in the pine that are suitable for cleaning machintree, although some thirty-fivyears ery, bring them to the Xew Mexican ofPROMPT ATTENTION CtfVKN M HI. IHIOKB8,
ago.
fice and receivp cash for same.
In this pass, too, was the notorious
road house of Kennedy, whose guests
:sj SANTA VZ, N. ill aaaaLadiBttggisw
Engraved visiting cards with or
with money or valuables mysteriously
plate furnished by the Xfw
until
disappeared
suspicion fastened
Printing Company.
upon hint and a search brought to light
the fact that one after another bad
been murdered in cold blood and their
bodies buried beneath the floor of the
Ki:' BOTHE
K. U. QUICKKL
house.
Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget J
You
A railroad survey nas been made
When
j
cently through Flechado pass and s
its romance may be brushed ashk
the passing of trains and traffic.

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Carl J

life-size- d

n

1
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Not Luck But Results

V,

CEEHILLOS

COAL

IntWi

M

E R

black-feathere- d

CAPITAL COAL YARD

-

THE

TEL

Rob-bins-

H. B, Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE 6R0CERS
F!or

e

THE

ZEIGER

t

t

SYSTEM.

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered
for salo In tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with perpetual water dghts from 817 to 825 per acre, according to location. Payments may bo marie In ten year Installments.
Alfalfa, grains, fruits of
all kinds, and sugar b?etn grow to perfection.

aGOLD

MINES

this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the gold
Baldy, where Important mineral
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on uulocated ground may bo
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are a8 favorable to the prospector as the U. S. government laws.
On

lining districts of Ellzabethtowp and

Near Raton, N. M., on this graut, are located the Coal Mines of the
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
good wajios for any wishing tr work during the seasons that farming or
prospecting can not he successfully done.
For particular! and advertising matter apply to

The Maxwell Lsnd Grant Co
RATON.

NEW MEXICO

0J0 CALIEJiTE

HOT SPRINGS.

These Celebrate!? Hot Pfrlngs are lo- - these waters has been thoroughly
tted In the midst of the Ancient Cliff ed by the miraculous cures attested
In the following
d'seanee: Paralysis
miles west of
wellers, twenty-fiv- e
Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
Conaurnptlas
Una
4n(t fiffv milAa nnftYi rtt Qn a
Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the Fa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar- neys, Sypnllitlc and Mercurial
Aaf"
ranca Station, en the Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grlpp, Uf
Grande Railway, ?rom wnich point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Boards
Uy llne of stages run to the Springs
lodging and bathing, J2.S0 per day; $11
the temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage tno?n
from 90 to 122 degrees. '.ihe gases are Denver trains and waits for 8ata Sm
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate train upon request. This resort ta
at all seasons, and U opes mil
the year
very dry and delightful
round. There la new a commedious winter. PasserTers tor OJo
CaHat4
hotel for the convenience of Invalids nn leav:; Santa Fe at 9 a. rn., a4
and tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Callente at 4 p. m. the imt
1,635.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from 8at
tailor, being th? richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Callnte, $7.40. For forth
8rlBra In the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
1

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
OJo
-

LUMB

ft

m

5
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Propriety

Caliente. Taos County,

M
.

.

All Kinds of Building Material.
EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR

CORD AND STOVE WOOD

STOVE

CERRILLOS AN D II AGAN COAL
Delivered to any

part of the City.

TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul

Phore

35

Santa

Fe

Everything that is Movable.

Branch Office and Yarrs

Cerrillcs. ti,

BL G. IfTOISTTZ MANUFACTURER OF
FJexicaii Filigree Jewelry

Corner
ALBUQUERQUE

DEALER IN

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China.

Vim

Repairing of fine watches and Jewelry wwrk a specialty.
FILIGREE It WHOLESALE
RUGS and IIDIAI GOODS

$
247 San Francises

til IRAK

St

D.

NEW MEXICO g

I

THE DENVER

BIO

6BIJDE SYSTEjJ

Uio Grande, Rio Grande Western, Rie
Grande & Santa Fe and Rio Grande
&

Southern Railroads.
THE POPULAR LINE TO

Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, LeadvJHfc,
Gienwood Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Saii
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Alining Camps
in Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.

FAVORITE ROUTF
THE TOURIST'S
To

X"

r

W,The Only Line

all Mountain Resorts

Passing Through Salt Lake City Enrouie to the Pacific Coaat

BETWEEN

mm

m

DENVER

ALAMOSA
CRIPPLE CREEK
LEADVILLK
QLENWOOD SPGS
GRAND JUNCT'N

DIININ6 CARS WffiAteFZBSL

Dealer,
New Mxtc

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.,

fenta

F

AND

SALT LAKE CITY
OGDEN
PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS - N GELEi

REiHjNGTON TYPEWRITERS

Palace:
E. P. Rice, Rochester; G.
Headrick, Boston; YV. M. Marston,
Boston; C. F. Brown, Denver; James
W. Abbott, U. S. Department of Agriculture; w. H. Dunn, Rochester; Leo
Hcrsch, wife and child.. Mrs. Blias
Clark. City; B. G. Wilson, Las Vegas;
R. H. Binford, Denver; Lon Well, Carson City; George W. Stubbs, Albuquerque; F. M. Andrews. Denver.
Claire: W. R. Brown.. EI Paso; R.
If. Lester, Albuquerque;
E. M. Phil-Hps- .
Los Angeles; G. Seberg, Racine;
Joe Grunts, Cerrillos: J. G. Hall. Denver; F. McGill and wife, Denver; John
L. Norris, Estancia; A. B. Cummings,
Kansas City.
Bon Ton: Frank Goldsmith,
Denver; J. C. Burnett, Los Angeles; Amos
W. Clark, Rico, Colorado; Roque
Laniy; J. L. Madrll, Lamy;
George E. Wooster, Grand Rapids;
John Wilson, Albuquerque; George
Baker, Albuquerque: Leandro Martinez, Espanola; E. L. T. Drayllngton,
Santa Rosa; George Munroe, Wichita.
Kansas; Neal Watson, Kansas City;
Ventura Baros, Galisteo.
Normandie:
Thomas Whalen, Cer- rillos ; Elias Robert--- . Silver City:
Frank Emerson, Pecos; John Madden,
Albuquerque.
MONEY'S DIGEST.
The New IVrexican Printing Comhas
made
pany
arrangements
with the publisher of Money's Digest
of the New Mexico reports to sell the
came at the reduced price of $6.5C.
delivered In any pa i. of the Territory,
This price will held gcod cny for 3
limited time in order to reduce the
stock so as to pay for the publishing
of the book.. This price Is subject tc
withdrawal
without notice, cash to
accompany each order.
Keep yo' - business ever r.efore the
public by advertising m your home
pap r. A good advertiser ai vj.ys has
success In any hoseHt enterprise
New Mexican want and
ads always bring good reaults.
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AND BACK
One Way via
ST.1LOUIS With
r
Ten Days

OVER

Stop-Cvs-

June 1st to Sept 30th
Limit Oct. 31st

55
Full Particulars Santa Fe Ticket Offices
H.

S. LUTZ, Agent

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, June 27, 1904.
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PICNICERS
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Several Parties Left the City Yesterday for an Outing In the Woods.
Good Catch of Trout.
This is the season for picnickers anil
campers, especially in the Sunshine
Territory and in Santa Fe, where the
beautiful Santa Fe Canon is so acces
sible with its coolness and refreshing
green, and where the Santa Fe River
winds, giving a constant invitation to
lovers of the sport of angling to come
and fish. Yesterday several
parties
left the city to spend the day In the
woods.
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Nuding,
with Mrs. W. K. Hahn. of Albuquerque,
the mother of Mrs. Nuding, Mr. and
Mrs. H. C. Yontz, Mrs. W. Y. Wood of
Albuquerque, and the regulation picnic
lunch, went as far as Monument
Rock while a party composed of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Astler, Mr. and Mrs.
McCabe and family, and S. E. Edmins-ston- ,
were in another part of the
canon.
Rev, ami Mrs. w. R. Dye accompanied by Miss Hates and Miss Julia Collins, have been camping' in the ranger's cabin above Monument Rock for
tin- past week and expect to remain
lor a week longer. They are thoroughly enjoying the time spent in the

argains
Offer You
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This Week.
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DOORS
AH

Sizes a:id a Large Assortment to Choose From
SCREEN DOOR FIXTURES

Water Cooler

Wfttl! Filters.

LAWrTFURNlTURE

Settees and Cfiafrs
Lawn Mowers
Good Offerings in Qaeensware

santaTfe

Strictly a stag party composed of
Messrs. McKay, Conroy, Sturges and
Frank Newhall all devotees of the goodly art of angling, went several miles
above Monument Rock and in a nook,
known only to themselves, they angled
for trout and caught over TO of them.
D. L. Pullum caught a fish up the
canon on Sunday that weighed
of a pound and in cleaning the
fish a nickle with a hole in it was
found.
one-quart-
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Another Complaint Has Been Brought
Against the Proprietor of the
Acme Saloon.

f

House Cleaning

Ti

SUGGESTS THE USE OF

HOUSEHOLD AMMONIA,
BORAX,
CHLORIDE LIME

CARPET
CLEANING
COA P06I N D
And Various Disinfectants. We
carry a large stock of all and

was
Another complaint
brought
against John J. Krick. proprietor of the
Acme Saloon of El Paso, last week by
John P. Delaney, who charged that his
eighteen year old son was permitted to
enter Krick's saloon and remain there
in gambling and drinking.
The action is similar to the one
brought against, Krick and his bonds
men, by John A. Dow recently, in
which a jury in Judge Goggin's court
ast week gave a recovery of $1,000 to
the plaintiff. John J. Krick was formerly a resident of Santa Fe.
The plaintiff in this last case, J. P.
Delaney, is well known both in Albu
querque and Santa Fe where he formerly resided for several years. In his
complaint there are several counts
ainst Krick, in which are set forth
:
J8.
,
at length, each several times, that
Thomas S. Delaney. a youth of eigh
teen years, was permitted to enter the
Acme Saloon and remain therein and
drink and gamble, at a seductive game
D. & R. G. SYSTEM.
known as craps.
The .complaint charges that on four
Santa Fe Branch.
different occasions young Delaney was
TIME TABLE.
allowed to remain in the saloon and
WCT BOLBD
BOIIMD
BOOJS,
gamble for which judgment was asked
AGAZIJIES, PERIODICALS.
Milks No. 426
Mo. 42B.
Krick ami his bondsmen, Dan
against
9:00am
Fe..I.v..
Ar... .Santa
Headquarters for
Can- and G. W. Newell in the sum of 5:30 j m. ..Lv....41amoa...Ar
153.. 8 40 p m
6:40am.
6:50am1
Alamosa via Salida..T.v
$1,000 for each offense. The com
. ft.u.o.. ..Lv..287.. 2:45am,
plaint also charged that the young 2:21 a lam.. Lv...
Lv. ...Denver.... Ar .404.. 7:2)&m
man was on various occasions sold in- 8.00p
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
toxicating liquors for which a recovery
of S500 was asked. The aggregate where good meals are served.
ao8 San Francisco St.
Connections.
Santa Fe. N. M.
amount demanded by Delaney was
At An to ni to for Durango, Silverton
Under the laws of the Territory, a and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
saloon keeper is liable on his bond in
intermediate
points via either the standthe sum of $500 for each time he perSCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
line via La Veta Pass or the
ard
gauge
mits a minor to enter and remain in narrow
gauge via Salidamaking the
his saloon and a like amount for sell- entire trip in dav light Tfnd passing
eT At Oar
ing him intoxicating liquors. The mon- through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE,
ey may be recovered at the suit of the also for all points on Crcede branch.
At Salida for all points west.
Undertaking Parlors
guardian or parent of the minor or
At Denver, Pueblo and Colorado
any person who may be aggrieved
The Latest Scientific Methods of Embalartaa
Springs for all points east.
thereby.
For further information, sleeping car ire Employed. Calls Answer" frost the Parian Day or Nlr, or by D0R0TE0 SENA, A(aa
reservations time cards, literature, etc., Frla Ross.
Oar Parlors Consist of a Nicely ana' Appropriately Fitted Up Suite at Na. Iff
call on or address,
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
P. H. McBbidh, Agent.
Uacola Areaae, West Side Plaza, Saata Pc, New Mexico,
Santa Fe, N. M,
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
S,K. Hoop &B, G. P A .
Public Funds.
Denver, Ook).
The following public funds were to
day received by Territorial Treasurer
J. 11. Vaughn:
From E. W. Hulbert, JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
treasurer and
collector of LinThe New Mexican Printing Company
coln County, taxes for 1903. SB.fiOfl.U. has prepared civil and criminal dockets
Contract Awarded.
especially for the use of justices of the
A contract has been awarded by Sur peace. They are especially ruled, with
FINS MONUMENTS TO ORDER.
veyor General M, O. Llewellyn to J. C. printed headings, in either Spanish or
McKee, U. S. deputy surveyor for the English, made of good record
paper,
survey of Liberty Belle lode and mill strongly and durably bound with leath- site: and Nellie Bly lode, all situated er back and covers and canvas sides;
in the Burro Mountain Mining District have a full index in front and the fees
in Grant County. C. Amory Stevens, of Justices of the peace and constables
claimant.
printed in full on the first page. The
Inches. These hooka
Resignation of Captain J. A. LaRue. pages are 10
Captain J. A. LaRue, who since 1893 are made up in civil and criminal docnas neen the efheient secretary of the kets, separate, of 324) pages each or with
Cattle Sanitary Board of New Mexico both civil and criminal bound In one
on account of ill health has msio-norbook, 80 pages civil and 320 pages crimhis position to date June 30, 1904, and inal. To introduce them they are offer.,
William C. Barnes, a member of the ed at the following low prices:
14 08
Cattle Sanitary Board., has been apCivil o.-- criminal
!
Combination civil and criminal B 00..
pointed to fill the vacancy by the
board temporarily and until arrangeFor 45 cents additional for a single
ments can be made for a permanent docket or 55 cents additional for a combination docket, they will bo sent by
appointment.
mail or prepaid express. Cash In full
Public
Notary
Appointed.
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
The following notary public has been must accompany order. State plainly
entire stock of
printed
appointed by Acting Governor J. W. whether English or Spanish
Raynolds: H. M. Rodrich of Raton, heading Is wanted. Address
MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
INDIAN
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.,
Colfax County.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS, ETC.
"The Grand Canon of Arizona," a
At less than Cost
The New Mexican Printing Com
superbly Illustrated volume of 124 pages. Fifty cents a copy. Apply to H. S. pany is headquarters for engraved
TOURISTS:
cards de vlsite in New Mexico. Get
Lutz, city agent of the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway In the Ca- your work done here and yov will be
if
Do
tron Block.
pleased in every particular.

can furnish them at reasonable
prices.

FISCHER DRUG CO.

hardware
& SUPPLY CO.

230 San Francisco Street

t.

Santa Fe,

JACOB WELTMEB
STATIOY,

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Fine Confectionery and Cigars

$4.-60-

The Remington Typewriter lasts Iciest. Sodoes the Remingtoif Operator
3 Wijckoff. Seamans & Benedict'. 327 Broadway." New York':7 j55
WtfCKOFF, SEAMANS &BENEDICT, i645Champa St., DENVER, Colo
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.. Dealers. Santa Fe. N. M.

SOLE AGENT TOB

Lemp's St. Louis Beef.

ALL KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS
jt MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
The Trade Supplied Prom One Bottle to a Carload.

j

j

Gtiadafope Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

Phone No. 38,

The Bigelow Faultless
Wire Fly Killer
"Dam
PATENTED

Fly!"
JAN'. 8,

1895.

Mamma says she wouldn't keep house
without the BIGEIOW FL,Y KIIXER."

"Darn a fly," onco wrote .Tosh Billings.
Josh had heard their merry trillings
And felt their soft caresses on his brow!
As an essay it was brief
found relief,

But he might have

FlY

KIIvIvER

Will waft a fly or miller
To that happy land where dead flies sojourn now.

W. H. GOEBEL, The Hardware Dealer,
Catron Block, No.

311

$

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
CLOSING
OUT

SALE

and

To-pe-

Without profanity, bad Joshua known how.

A BIGELOW

DUDROW & MONTENIE

Santa Fe, N. M

you know

Cloudcroft, "Nature's Roof Garden." It la an admitted fact that real estate,
Season June 18 to September 30, 1904. financial men and merchants all say
that quickest and best results are obCall on the New Mexican Printing tained by advertising In the "New
Company for engraved visiting cards. Mexican."

that you miss half of Santa Fe

you do not visit our Curio Store

&

Free Museum.

Send for Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cart
Cor. San Franclscc Slreet and Burro Alley)

